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How the Hurricanes plan to ‘right the ship’ and end their scoring funk 

By Chip Alexander 

The Carolina Hurricanes often post short Twitter videos of 
coach Rod Brind’Amour in the locker room after wins, pacing 
about, often passionate and congratulating his team. 

It’s the usual stuff: great win, worked hard, earned it, etc. 
There’s usually a goal horn or two spliced into the video if a 
couple of Brind’Amour’s words are too salty. 

What is not shown is what Brind’Amour has said to his team 
after losses, goal horns or not. Or what he might be saying 
now with the Canes having lost the past two games and four 
of five in slipping to 15-5-1 after their 9-0 start. 

It might be close to what veteran defenseman Ian Cole said 
to the media Tuesday after the 4-1 loss to the Dallas Stars. 

“Ideally, we never lose two games in a row,” Cole said. 
“Maybe that’s a bit of a pipe dream, but that’s the goal. I think 
the foundational mindset behind that is, ‘Hey, let’s right the 
ship right away. Let’s not let this linger. Let’s not continue to 
play well but, hey, we lost.’ That’s not good enough. 

“The name of the game as a professional athlete is to win. 
That’s it. That should be our only focus.” 

Cole has played 21 games with the Canes, having been 
signed in free agency after last season. But he has been on 
Stanley Cup championship teams with the Pittsburgh 
Penguins and understands the mindset and focus of a 
champion and how the ups and downs of a season must be 
handled. 

So does Brind’Amour. He captained the Canes’ 2006 Stanley 
Cup champs and has learned from some of the NHL’s best 
coaches. He has built a lot of that into his coaching style but 
also must be himself. 

Few players were more intense that Brind’Amour. That has 
proven to be true as a head coach, as someone who was 
named the 2021 Jack Adams Award winner as the NHL’s 
best coach. 

Brind’Amour understands he crossed a line Sunday in 
berating the referees late in a 4-2 loss to the Washington 
Capitals at PNC Arena. There was too much fire, his words 
to the refs too salty, too stinging, and it cost him a $25,000 
fine from the league, which deemed his conduct 
inappropriate. 

Said Canes captain Jordan Staal: “It’s an emotional game 
and, obviously, Roddy is one of those guys who wants it 
more than anything.” 

While Brind’Amour will pay the fine and move on, as he put 
it, he must find some answers for his team as it moves on. 
The Canes went into Tuesday’s game with defensemen 

Ethan Bear, Brett Pesce and Tony DeAngelo in COVID-19 
protocol, taking three right-shot D-men out of the lineup. 

But there are other problems. The Canes aren’t lacking for 
shots — they had 40 to the Stars’ 17 on Tuesday and have 
averaged 36 shots in the past four games. A bigger problem 
in Dallas was that Stars forward Roope Hintz was the best 
skater on the ice, notching his first career hat trick and 
scoring on three of four shots, while Joe Pavelski had a goal 
and two assists. 

The Canes’ goal, scored late in regulation, came on pure grit 
and determination from center Jesperi Kotkaniemi. Some 
would call it “greasy,” but Kotkaniemi first fought for the 
rebound of a Cole shot, was knocked down, got up and 
circled the net as Jaccob Slavin was getting off a shot and 
poked away at the puck until he got it past goalie Braden 
Holtby. 

Greasy, yes, but also the kind of goal the Canes need as 
they try, as Staal put it, to get out of a funk and get their 
“mojo going.” 

The Canes have scored five goals in their four recent losses. 
Staal has not scored in the past 14 games. Teuvo 
Teravainen is without a goal the past 10 games — he has 
been stuck on 99 for his career — while Andrei Svechnikov 
has one goal in the past 14 games and Vincent Trocheck 
one goal in the past 11. 

“I’ve got to do a better job of that, obviously,” Staal said. “My 
stick is turning into a twig pretty soon, the more I’m 
squeezing it. It’s been pretty frustrating for a lot of guys, 
including myself.” 

Staal called the Canes’ power play “sloppy” Tuesday, and 
Brind’Amour must continue to tinker with the units until 
DeAngelo and Pesce, the power-play quarterbacks, are out 
of quarantine and back in the lineup. He used five forwards 
on one unit Tuesday, with Teravainen at the point, but got 
nothing out of it. 

Bear was due to be released from quarantine Wednesday 
and could return this week as the Canes have home games 
against the Ottawa Senators and Buffalo Sabres before a 
five-game road trip. 

”We need to figure out ways to win, and we need to figure 
them out quick,” Cole said. “We can’t let this continue to 
slide.” 

Carolina Hurricanes vs. Ottawa Senators 

When: Thursday, 7 p.m. 

Where: PNC Arena, Raleigh. 

TV/Radio: Bally Sports South, WCMC-99.9 FM 
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Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour fined $25,000 by NHL for inappropriate game conduct 

By Chip Alexander 

Carolina Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour has been fined 
$25,000 for inappropriate conduct during Sunday’s game 
against the Washington Capitals at PNC Arena, the NHL 
announced Tuesday. 

Brind’Amour was livid late in the game after a slashing call 
against Canes center Sebastian Aho. Following a holding 
penalty against the Canes’ Seth Jarvis, the slashing call 
gave the Caps 90 seconds of a 5-on-3 advantage and had 
Brind’Amour yelling at the referees. 

Washington did not score with the two-man advantage but 
moments later Dmitry Orlov’s power-play goal gave the Caps 
a 3-2 lead. Washington won 4-2 to move into solo first place 
in the Metropolitan Division. 

Aho’s slashing call was made after he broke the stick of the 
Caps’ Aliaksei Protas along the boards near the Carolina 
bench. The Caps’ Alex Ovechkin quickly raised an arm, as if 
asking for a call, before the referee had raised his arm to 
signal the penalty. 

Brind’Amour was calm during his postgame comments, 
saying the Aho penalty was a correct call and adding, “It’s a 
tough way to end a game. ... It’s unfortunate. What are you 
going to do? ... It was a great game and it ends like that. 
They kind of took it out of our hands, but it is what it is.” 

Brind’Amour said Tuesday night that he was “shocked” to be 
fined. 

“What are you going to do? You know I can’t say anything 
now,” Brind’Amour said after the Canes’ 4-1 loss to Dallas. “I 
took the job thinking you could be yourself, thinking you 
could tell you guys what I really feel in a game or about a 
game, and now you clearly can’t. So, there you go.” 

The NHL sent out a memo in October to the league’s 
coaches and general managers saying inappropriate conduct 
on the bench or critical comments made to the media about 
the referees or calls would result in an automatic fine of not 
less than $25,000. 

Canes captain Jordan Staal did not comment on the fine but 
said he admires and appreciates the fire and passion of his 
head coach. 

“It’s an emotional game and obviously Roddy is one of those 
guys who wants it more than anything,” Staal said. 
“Sometimes, your emotions get the best of you. It’s hard for 
him standing behind the bench. I’m sure he’d like to be out 
there on the ice. It’s one thing he can do to get involved and 
obviously according to the NHL he crossed the line. But it’s 
our job to not think about the refs and go out and play.” 

Brind’Amour was fined $25,000 in August 2020 for criticizing 
the officiating during a double-overtime loss to the Boston 
Bruins in the Stanley Cup playoffs. 

The fine money is turned over to the NHL Foundation. 
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Monthly Performance Review: November 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - The first full calendar month of the 
Hurricanes regular season is complete and the team has 
already passed the quarter mark of their 82-game schedule. 

Time flies. 

October was a month filled with franchise history for the club 
and the expecting of the team reaching this point with the 
same undefeated record, which would be 21-0-0, was simply 
not realistic. 

However, it's not as if the world came crashing down and 
has anybody questioning whether the start was a fluke or 
not. 

The team is now 15-5-1 and the team's head coach is 
already receiving league-wide recognition, being voted as 
the frontrunner for the Jack Adams Award, again, earlier this 
week. 

Let's get down to business and recap the month that was: 

Previous Monthly Reviews: 

October: 8-0-0 

The November Record: 

7-5-1. 

Does it look as sexy as October's 8-0-0? Of course not. But 
let's look at who the losses were to and how they happened: 

Saturday, November 6 @ Florida: The Cats have established 
themselves as a beast in the Atlantic Division and have 
flirted with being the league's highest scoring team in the 
league all year. Carolina afforded them four power play 
opportunities in the first period and Florida made them pay. 
You can't do that against a team of that caliber and the 
Canes know that, but these things happen. 

Friday, November 12 vs. Philadelphia: The Canes brought 
the house that night, but it was a 39-save performance by 
Carter Hart that was the deciding factor. Goaltenders have 
nights like this sometimes, what can you do? 

Monday, November 22 @ San Jose: San Jose had an 
agenda - lock up their own zone and have two layers of shot 
blockers. It worked. They blocked as many shots as the 
Canes got through. Mind you, just like the Philadelphia 
game, the Canes only allowed two goals. 

Wednesday, November 24 @ Seattle: Two nights later, 
same story. The Canes only allowed two goals and were on 
the wrong end of a 35-save performance. In this one 

Brind'Amour felt like his team didn't capitalize, but they 
quickly amended that before avenging their loss back in 
Philadelphia two days later with a six spot. 

Sunday, November 28 vs. Washington: Like Florida, 
Washington has also established themselves as a real threat 
this year. Carolina trailed by a pair entering the third period, 
but battled back, showing great resolve once again. In the 
end it was penalty troubles that cost the team again, a very 
correctable mistake. 

Tuesday, November 30 @ Dallas: Once again, an 
outsanding goaltending performance. The Canes had 40 
shots on goal but Braden Holtby was able to keep 39 of them 
out, stymying the Carolina offense. 

So, why did we just recap the losses? To summarize, each 
game had its own reasoning for the outcome, but in none of 
the games thus far this season could you say that the whole 
team was just flat out bad. Which might sound weird, but if 
you ask the other 31 head coaches around the league, most 
would likely say that their team has had at least one bad 
performance this season. 

Defense And Goaltending 

A common phrase started to pop up amongst opposing 
coaches over the last 30 days in regards to the Hurricanes 
play - "They don't give you much" with "they're hard to play 
against" coming in at a close second. Coaching staffs around 
the league have taken notice that playing this team is not a 
walk in the park. 

The Canes have an Eastern Conference-low 47 goals 
allowed, bringing them to an average of 2.23 goals allowed 
per-game. That goes hand-in-hand with the team allowing 
just 27.6 shots-per-game, currently the fewest in the league. 

Frederik Andersen has unfortunately suffered all five of the 
team's regulation losses, yet still comes in at seventh among 
all NHL goaltenders with his .928 save percentage (SV%) 
(min. five games played). Antti Raanta has gotten mixed in 
more throughout the month as well, bringing his record to 3-
0-1 with a mere 2.36 goals against average (GAA). The club 
as a whole has only allowed four or more goals in four of 
their 21 games. Of those four, one of them (Florida) included 
a three power play goal performance. 

It's become clear that the Canes are hard to beat at even 
strength and even when they do (Los Angeles), the team's 
firepower on offense can go toe-to-toe. 
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Tony DeAngelo  

Signed to a one-year contract on July 28, the signing of 
DeAngelo was essentially a calculated gamble by Canes 
management. It's early, and the metaphorical bet slips have 
not been paid out yet, but all signs are pointing to it being a 
worthwhile move on the ice for the team. This time last 
month he had nine points in eight games, which was a nice 
start, but also just a note on the team's flawless eight-game 
unbeaten streak to start the season. Now that the team has 
experienced the taste of defeat, DeAngelo's production has 
remained consistent despite that, now bringing him into the 
conversation of the best offensive defensemen in the league 
thus far this season. 

Prior to going on the NHL's COVID-19 Protocol list Monday, 
DeAngelo was leading the league's defensemen with his 13 
even strength points. That's a massive accomplishment, 
especially considering that his offensive production had 
largely been associated with his efforts on the power play. 
Earlier this week, his 19 points in 19 games also had him 
ranked tied for third among all defensemen in the NHL. 
Further, he's accomplishing all of this while now ranking 
130th among all blueliners in ice time. When the Hurricanes 
right side of their defense is all healthy, it has thrust itself into 
being regarded as one of the best in all of the game right 
now.  

Miscellaneous High Notes: 

 In addition to the above, this month also provided 
an answer as to whether Seth Jarvis would remain 
with the club beyond nine games. After finally 
entering the lineup during the last contest in 
October, the adoration for the 19-year-old rookie 
only grew amongst the fan base, as he totaled 

seven points during 13 games in November. He's 
here to stay for now. 

 The team's top dogs have continued to be top dogs, 
with Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov pacing 
the club in points. That's even in the midst of a 
stretch where #37 wasn't scoring as much as he'd 
like to be. 

 Who could forget Alex Lyon stepping up and 
stepping in for the team's victory over St. Louis on 
November 13? We've spoken at length about the 
team's depth, as proven once again November 30 
by Jalen Chatfield and Max Lajoie, but the team had 
a need in net during a back-to-back and the first-
year Cane was able to provide a win. 

A Quick Look Ahead: 

December gives the Canes very little relief in terms of 
scheduling, with the club set to play basically every other day 
throughout the month. An even split of seven home games 
and seven road games will give the team a total of 14 
contests between December 2 and 30, pending good health, 
of course. The string of games will be highlighted by the 
team's tour of Canada, which begins Tuesday, December 7 
in Winnipeg and then takes them to Calgary, Edmonton and 
Vancouver before stopping in Minnesota on the way back 
home. 

After the team returns home from that trip, there will be 
plenty of good hockey matchups and promotions-filled fun for 
you to come see. Star Wars Night on Thursday, November 
16 is sure to be a fun one. Then, to conclude the month, the 
team will have another chance at the Florida Panthers on 
Monday, December 27 and add the latest chapter to the 
heated series against Montreal on Thursday, November 30. 
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Super 16: Panthers new No. 1, Stars enter power rankings 

By Dan Rosen  

The Florida Panthers are back in the No. 1 spot in 
NHL.com's weekly Super 16 power rankings. 

The Panthers knocked the Carolina Hurricanes out of the top 
spot, a position they held for four straight weeks. Florida was 
No. 1 on Oct. 28.  

The Hurricanes are No. 2 this week after being a unanimous 
No. 1 last week.  

The big move comes from the Dallas Stars, who are in the 
Super 16 at No. 12 thanks to a five-game winning streak.  

The Winnipeg Jets, No. 11 last week, are out. 

In order to create the NHL.com power rankings, each of the 
14 participating staff members puts together his or her 
version of what they think it should look like. Those are 
submitted and a point total is assigned to each.  

The team selected first is given 16 points, second gets 15, 
third 14 and so on down to No. 16, which gets one point.  

Here is the Super 16: 

1. FLORIDA PANTHERS (15-4-3) 

Total points: 217 
Last week: No. 2 

The Panthers set their record for most shots in the third 
period with 27 in a come-from-behind 5-4 win against the 
Washington Capitals on Tuesday. Florida scored four goals 
in the period, rallying from down 4-1. It has scored 29 goals 
in the third this season and is 12-1-0 on home ice. 

2. CAROLINA HURRICANES (15-5-1) 

Total points: 203 
Last week: No. 1 

The Hurricanes are in their first slump of the season, going 
1-3-1 in their past five games. They defeated the 
Philadelphia Flyers 6-3 on Nov. 25 but were outscored 12-5 
in losses to the San Jose Sharks (2-1 in overtime), Seattle 
Kraken (2-1), Capitals (4-2) and Stars (4-1). 

3. WASHINGTON CAPITALS (14-4-5) 

Total points: 186 
Last week: No. 3 

The loss to Florida on Tuesday was Washington's third in 12 
games since Nov. 8 (9-2-1). Even with the five goals against 
and the Panthers 2-for-4 on the power play, the Capitals are 

giving up 2.33 goals per game and are 90.3 percent on the 
penalty kill in their past 12 games. 

4. EDMONTON OILERS (16-5-0) 

Total points: 172 
Last week: No. 4 

The Oilers are 7-0-0 against teams from the Pacific Division 
and 13-2-0 against the Western Conference this season. 

5. TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS (17-6-1) 

Total points: 170 
Last week: No. 7 

The Maple Leafs should be getting some goalie depth with 
the pending return of Petr Mrazek, who could soon be going 
to Toronto of the American Hockey League for a conditioning 
stint. Mrazek has missed 15 games with a groin injury. 

6. TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING (12-5-4) 

Total points: 143 
Last week: No. 6 

The Lightning lost two games in regulation in November (8-2-
3), the fewest for the month in their history. Corey Perry has 
scored five points (three goals, two assists) in a five-game 
point streak. 

7. CALGARY FLAMES (13-4-5) 

Total points: 142 
Last week: No. 5 

The Flames are 13-2-3 in games when they score first. Their 
18 first goals lead the NHL. 

8. NEW YORK RANGERS (14-4-3) 

Total points: 138 
Last week: No. 8 

Igor Shesterkin had 11 wins, the most by a Rangers goalie 
through the first 20 games of a season since Henrik 
Lundqvist won 11 in 2015-16. Ryan Strome had an eight-
game point streak end Wednesday (two goals, eight assists). 

9. MINNESOTA WILD (15-6-1) 

Total points: 118 
Last week: No. 9 

Kirill Kaprizov has scored eight points (two goals, six assists) 
in Minnesota's five-game point streak (4-0-1), including 
seven points (two goals, five assists) in its four-game winning 
streak. The Wild have outscored the opposition 16-5 in their 
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past three games: against the Arizona Coyotes (5-2), 
Lightning (4-2) and Jets (7-1). 

10. COLORADO AVALANCHE (11-7-1) 

Total points: 115 
Last week: No. 10 

Center Nathan MacKinnon was back in the lineup for an 8-3 
loss to the Maple Leafs on Wednesday after missing eight 
games with a lower-body injury. Colorado was 7-1-0 without 
MacKinnon, who scored 10 points (one goal, nine assists) in 
eight games before the injury. 

11. ST. LOUIS BLUES (12-7-3) 

Total points: 77 
Last week: No. 12 

Pavel Buchnevich has a four-game point streak (four goals, 
three assists) and the forward leads the Blues with 15 points 
(seven goals, eight assists) in 14 games since Nov. 4. 
Buchnevich, acquired in a trade with the Rangers on July 23, 
scored two points (one goal, one assist) in his first six games 
for St. Louis. 

12. DALLAS STARS (11-7-2) 

Total points: 56 
Last week: NR 

The Stars are the hottest team in the NHL having defeated 
their past five opponents by a combined 18-6, including 
seven goals from Roope Hintz. They have won six straight 
games at home since Nov. 13.  

13. VEGAS GOLDEN KNIGHTS (12-10-0) 

Total points: 44 
Last week: No. 14 

The Golden Knights have lost back-to-back games for the 
first time since since four in a row from Oct. 14-24, but their 
power-play was 2-for-4 in their 6-5 loss at the Anaheim 
Ducks on Wednesday after it had not scored in 18 of the 
previous 21 games.  

14. COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS (12-8-0) 

Total points: 29 
Last week: No. 16 

The Blue Jackets have lost two games in a row, allowing six 
goals in each (6-3 to the Blues and 6-0 to the Nashville 
Predators). They previously won three in a row and gave up 
a total of six goals.  

15. BOSTON BRUINS (11-8-0) 

Total points: 25 
Last week: No. 15 

Coach Bruce Cassidy is in NHL COVID-19 protocol, and 
forward Brad Marchand has two games to serve in his three-
game suspension for slew-footing Vancouver Canucks 
defenseman Oliver Ekman-Larsson. 

16. ANAHEIM DUCKS (13-8-3) 

Total points: 24 
Last week: No. 13 

The Ducks were 9-4-0 in November, finishing the month tied 
with the Oilers (9-4-0) for second in wins in the Western 
Conference behind the Wild (10-3-1) Anaheim hadn't won at 
least nine games in a month since winning 10 in March 2017. 
It had an NHL-best penalty kill (93.3 percent) in November.  

Others receiving points: Pittsburgh Penguins 21, Winnipeg 
Jets 11, San Jose Sharks 6, Nashville Predators 6, Detroit 
Red Wings 1 

Dropped out: Jets (No. 11) 

HERE'S HOW WE RANKED 'EM  

AMALIE BENJAMIN  

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Washington 
Capitals; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Edmonton Oilers; 6. 
Calgary Flames; 7. Tampa Bay Lightning; 8. New York 
Rangers; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Colorado Avalanche; 11. St. 
Louis Blues; 12. Anaheim Ducks; 13. Vegas Golden Knights; 
14. Columbus Blue Jackets; 15. Dallas Stars; 16. Boston 
Bruins 

TIM CAMPBELL 

1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Edmonton 
Oilers; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Colorado Avalanche; 6. 
Washington Capitals; 7. Minnesota Wild; 8. Calgary Flames; 
9. New York Rangers; 10. Toronto Maple Leafs; 11. St. Louis 
Blues; 12. Dallas Stars; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 14. 
Winnipeg Jets; 15. Boston Bruins; 16. Vegas Golden Knights 

BRIAN COMPTON 

1. Edmonton Oilers; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Washington 
Capitals; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Carolina Hurricanes; 6. 
Calgary Flames; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Minnesota Wild; 9. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 10. Colorado Avalanche; 11. Dallas 
Stars; 12. Columbus Blue Jackets; 13. St. Louis Blues; 14. 
San Jose Sharks; 15. Boston Bruins; 16. Vegas Golden 
Knights 

NICHOLAS J. COTSONIKA 

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Edmonton Oilers; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. New York Rangers; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 
6. Washington Capitals; 7. Calgary Flames; 8. Minnesota 
Wild; 9. Tampa Bay Lightning; 10. Colorado Avalanche; 11. 
St. Louis Blues; 12. Dallas Stars; 13. Columbus Blue 
Jackets; 14. Anaheim Ducks; 15. Boston Bruins; 16. Vegas 
Golden Knights 

TOM GULITTI  

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Edmonton Oilers; 3. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 4. Washington Capitals; 5. Carolina Hurricanes; 6. 
Calgary Flames; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Colorado Avalanche; 11. 
St. Louis Blues; 12. Dallas Stars; 13. Boston Bruins; 14. 
Columbus Blue Jackets; 15. Vegas Golden Knights; 16. 
Nashville Predators 

ADAM KIMELMAN 

1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Washington 
Capitals; 4. Edmonton Oilers; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Colorado Avalanche; 7. Calgary Flames; 8. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 9. New York Rangers; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Vegas 
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Golden Knights; 12. St. Louis Blues; 13. Boston Bruins; 14. 
Columbus Blue Jackets; 15. Dallas Stars; 16. Winnipeg Jets 

ROBERT LAFLAMME  

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Washington 
Capitals; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Edmonton Oilers; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Minnesota Wild; 8. Calgary Flames; 9. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 10. Colorado Avalanche; 11. St. Louis 
Blues; 12. Columbus Blue Jackets; 13. Vegas Golden 
Knights; 14. Pittsburgh Penguins; 15. Boston Bruins; 16. 
Dallas Stars 

MIKE G. MORREALE 

1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Washington 
Capitals; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Calgary Flames; 7. Edmonton Oilers; 8. New York Rangers; 
9. Minnesota Wild; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. Dallas Stars; 12. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 13. Colorado Avalanche; 14. 
Anaheim Ducks; 15. Nashville Predators; 16. Winnipeg Jets 

TRACEY MYERS  

1. Washington Capitals; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Toronto 
Maple Leafs; 4. Florida Panthers; 5. Calgary Flames; 6. New 
York Rangers; 7. Edmonton Oilers; 8. Minnesota Wild; 9. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 10. Colorado Avalanche; 11. Winnipeg 
Jets; 12. St. Louis Blues; 13. Vegas Golden Knights; 14. 
Anaheim Ducks; 15. Columbus Blue Jackets; 16. Pittsburgh 
Penguins 

SHAWN P. ROARKE  

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Washington 
Capitals; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Calgary Flames; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. Edmonton 
Oilers; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. New York 
Rangers; 12. Dallas Stars; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 14. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 15. Nashville Predators; 16. San 
Jose Sharks 

DAN ROSEN  

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Washington Capitals; 6. 
Colorado Avalanche; 7. Calgary Flames; 8. Edmonton Oilers; 
9. New York Rangers; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Dallas Stars; 
12. St. Louis Blues; 13. Vegas Golden Knights; 14. Anaheim 
Ducks; 15. Boston Bruins; 16. Pittsburgh Penguins 

DAVID SATRIANO 

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Toronto Maple Leafs; 3. Washington 
Capitals; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Edmonton Oilers; 6. New 
York Rangers; 7. Minnesota Wild; 8. Calgary Flames; 9. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 10. Colorado Avalanche; 11. Dallas 
Stars; 12. Vegas Golden Knights; 13. Anaheim Ducks; 14. 
Pittsburgh Penguins; 15. San Jose Sharks; 16. Detroit Red 
Wings 

PAUL STRIZHEVSKY 

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Edmonton Oilers; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. New York Rangers; 5. Washington Capitals; 
6. Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. Minnesota Wild; 8. Calgary 
Flames; 9. Tampa Bay Lightning; 10. Colorado Avalanche; 
11. St. Louis Blues; 12. Dallas Stars; 13. Columbus Blue 
Jackets; 14. Anaheim Ducks; 15. Boston Bruins; 16. Vegas 
Golden Knights 

MIKE ZEISBERGER  

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 4. Washington Capitals; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 
6. New York Rangers; 7. Edmonton Oilers; 8. Calgary 
Flames; 9. Colorado Avalanche; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. 
Minnesota Wild; 12. Pittsburgh Penguins; 13. Boston Bruins; 
14. Vegas Golden Knights; 15. Dallas Stars; 16. Nashville 
Predators 
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Trophy Tracker: Vezina 

By Brian Compton 

To mark the quarter point of the 2021-22 regular season, 
NHL.com is running its second installment of the Trophy 
Tracker series this week. Today, we look at the race for the 
Vezina Trophy, awarded annually to the goalie voted to be 
the best in the League by NHL general managers. 

Jacob Markstrom has elevated his game to another level this 
season, and the Calgary Flames are reaping the benefits.  

Markstrom is the favorite to win the Vezina Trophy according 
to a panel of 17 NHL.com writers, receiving nine first-place 
votes and 77 points after getting one point in NHL.com's 
preseason poll in October. He is 9-4-4 in 17 starts this 
season and leads the NHL with five shutouts. Of the goalies 
who have started at least 10 games, Markstrom is second in 
goals-against average (1.75) and save percentage (.938) to 
Jack Campbell of the Toronto Maple Leafs (1.72, .943). 

The five shutouts are Markstrom's NHL career high; he had 
three in 43 games for Calgary last season. The Flames (13-
4-5), who did not qualify for the Stanley Cup Playoffs last 
season, trail the Edmonton Oilers by one point in the Pacific 
Division. 

"He's one of our leaders, he's one of our core guys," Flames 
coach Darryl Sutter said. "It's not always easy to do from that 
position because guys are sort of on their island a little bit, 
but he brings a lot to the locker room." 

Frederik Andersen of the Carolina Hurricanes (61 points, four 
first-place votes) and Campbell (39, three) finished second 
and third in the voting, respectively. 

Flames defenseman Erik Gudbranson, Markstrom's 
teammate with the Florida Panthers from 2012-14, said he 
can see a difference in Calgary's No. 1 goalie this season. 

"There's this thing with 'Marky' and I noticed it when I was 
younger," Gudbranson said. "If you look at him, like, you get 
a foot away from his eyes in the middle of the game, it's a 
different look he's got in him. 

"It's a very calming look for me to see him that dialed in. He's 
always been like that." 

Markstrom and Dan Vladar have formed a tandem that's 
combined for seven shutouts and allowed an NHL-low 43 
goals. Markstrom, 31, signed a six-year, $36 million contract 
with the Flames on Oct. 9, 2020. Vladar is 24 years old and 
has started 10 NHL games. 

"As a goalie, when you trust what you're seeing and trust 
what your team is doing in front of you, you can trust yourself 
and trust your reads a lot more," goaltending coach Jason 
LaBarbera told the Flames website. "It makes you a lot more 
comfortable back there and that's a huge part of any goalie's 
success." 

Voting totals (points awarded on a 5-4-3-2-1 basis): Jacob 
Markstrom, Flames, 77 points (nine first-place votes); 
Frederik Andersen, Hurricanes, 61 points (four first-place 
votes); Jack Campbell, Maple Leafs, 39 points (three first-
place votes); John Gibson, Anaheim Ducks, 31 points; Igor 
Shesterkin, New York Rangers, 15 points; Andrei 
Vasilevskiy, Tampa Bay Lightning, 14 points; Sergei 
Bobrovsky, Florida Panthers, 13 points; Jonathan Quick, Los 
Angeles Kings, 2 points; Carter Hart, Philadelphia Flyers, 2 
points; Tristan Jarry, Pittsburgh Penguins, 1 point.
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Ottawa faces Carolina, aims to stop 6-game slide 

Ottawa Senators (4-15-1, seventh in the Atlantic) vs. 
Carolina Hurricanes (15-5-1, first in the Metropolitan) 

Raleigh, North Carolina; Thursday, 7 p.m. EST 

FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK LINE: Hurricanes -304, Senators 
+241; over/under is 6 

BOTTOM LINE: Ottawa aims to end its six-game losing 
streak when the Senators play Carolina. 

The Hurricanes are 7-3-0 against Eastern Conference 
opponents. Carolina is fifth in the Eastern Conference 
averaging 5.6 assists per game, led by Tony DeAngelo with 
0.8. 

The Senators are 1-3-0 against opponents from the Atlantic. 
Ottawa averages 4.4 penalties per game, the most in the 
Eastern Conference. Brady Tkachuk leads the team with 18 
total penalties. 

The matchup Thursday is the first meeting this season for 
the two teams. 

TOP PERFORMERS: DeAngelo leads the Hurricanes with 
15 assists and has 19 points this season. Sebastian Aho has 
8 points over the last 10 games for Carolina. 

Josh Norris leads the Senators with eight goals and has 14 
points. Zach Sanford has five goals over the last 10 games 
for Ottawa. 

LAST 10 GAMES: Hurricanes: 5-4-1, averaging 2.6 goals, 
4.6 assists, 3.6 penalties and 7.5 penalty minutes while 
giving up 2.4 goals per game with a .910 save percentage. 

Senators: 1-9-0, averaging 2.3 goals, 3.8 assists, 5.2 
penalties and 11.9 penalty minutes while allowing 3.9 goals 
per game with an .885 save percentage. 

INJURIES: Hurricanes: Tony DeAngelo: out (covid-19 
protocols), Ethan Bear: out (health protocols), Brett Pesce: 
out (covid-19 protocols). 

Senators: Erik Brannstrom: out (hand), Josh Brown: out 
(upper body). 
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Senators meet Hurricanes in matchup of COVID protocol-tainted teams 

By FLM  

The Carolina Hurricanes certainly don't want to follow the 
path taken by the Ottawa Senators. 

The teams are slated to meet Thursday night in Raleigh, 
N.C. 

The Senators are trying to shake off the impact of COVID 
protocols that were unkind to the team in November. 

The Hurricanes, who have dealt with their own issues 
regarding such protocols, would rather not see their 
problems worsen. 

Carolina was down three defensemen in Tuesday night's 4-1 
loss at Dallas. Ethan Bear has been out since last week, and 
Tony DeAngelo and Brett Pesce were added to the list, the 
team said Monday. 

Still, the Hurricanes allowed only 17 shots on goal in that 
game. 

"The mistakes that we're making are just costing us," 
Carolina coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "That's basically 
what's happening. The ones we're making are just biting us 
right now." 

Defensemen Jalen Chatfield and Maxime Lajoie made their 
Hurricanes season debuts Tuesday. 

"Those guys stepped up and played great and showed a lot 
of poise," Carolina defenseman Ian Cole said. 

Brind'Amour said Chatfield and Lajoie might have exceeded 
expectations considering they arrived from the American 
Hockey League and didn't have practice time with the 
Hurricanes before the game. 

"I was actually overly pleased with how well they played," the 
coach said. "They seemed to grasp everything we were 
doing. They were effective, had chances. Give them a lot of 
credit." 

Ottawa had three games in mid-November postponed, then 
returned to action and hasn't won a game since then. 

The Senators have lost six straight after they were beaten 6-
2 by the visiting Vancouver Canucks. 

The Senators got leading scorer Drake Batherson back in 
the lineup Wednesday after he spent nearly two weeks in 
quarantine. But across the final two periods, the Senators 
posted just a total of 10 shots on goal. 

"Not always things go your way," Ottawa coach D.J. Smith 
said. "Don't concentrate on things that have happened, but 
look forward. You got to get back to having fun." 

Smith said the Senators need a more defensive mindset. 

"We just have to find our identity," Smith said. 

The Hurricanes have been without a power-play goal for 
seven consecutive games. In part because of the lineup 
fluctuations, they tried a five-forward approach on power 
plays in Dallas, but they still failed to score on all three 
opportunities. 

"We've got to get sharper on the power play, obviously," 
Brind'Amour said. 

Hurricanes captain Jordan Staal said the Hurricanes have 
had solid games even when the results haven't panned out. 
They've gone back-to-back games without scoring in the first 
or second periods. 

Staal hasn't scored in more than a month. 

"It has been frustrating for a lot of guys, including myself," 
Staal said. 

The key is to make sure they get results from strong back-
and-forth play. 

"Let's not let this linger," Cole said. "We need to figure out 
ways to win. And we've got to figure them out quick. We can't 
let this continue to slide. It's only going to hurt us in the long 
run." 
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Metropolitan Division Weekly Roundup: Shakeup at the Top and More COVID 
Postponements 

By Zeke Lukow  

1. Washington Capitals: 33 Points (14-4-5) 

The Washington Capitals had an epic collapse Tuesday 
night, letting up four goals in the third period to lose a 5-4 
game to the Florida Panthers. The Caps were outshot 27-2 
in the third period as the Panthers were able to seize the 
momentum and pour on the goals while at home. This has 
been the first time that the Caps have looked the part of an 
injured team. They came into the season as a thing team 
and are currently without Anthony Mantha, Nicklas 
Backstrom, T.J. Oshie, Justin Schultz, and Conor Sheary. 

The Caps' fourth line is completely made up of Hershey 
Bears and they have players who started the year in Hershey 
sprinkled throughout the lineup. Aliaksei Protas is playing on 
the top line, Connor McMichael is playing on a second line 
that is centered by Lars Eller, and the third line is Carl 
Hagelin, Nic Dowd, and Garnet Hathaway. There aren’t 
many goals when you are looking at the Caps roster, but 
they are still getting it done including wins over the Panthers 
and the Hurricanes last weekend that has propelled them 
into first place.  

2. Carolina Hurricanes: 31 Points (15-5-1) 

The Carolina Hurricanes have struggled in their last five 
games with a 1-3-1 record, doing their best to undermine 
their fast start to the season. The Canes played their most 
recent game without three of their starting defensemen, with 
Ethan Bear, Tony DeAngelo and Brett Pesce out in COVID 
protocol. Bear is eligible to return as early as Thursday. The 
good news for the Canes is the advanced analytics said the 
new call-ups were the best defensemen on the team and led 
the defense in Corsi, relative Corsi, and goals for. 

The Canes do have two of the bottom three teams in the 
league in the Ottawa Senators and the Buffalo Sabres in 
their next two games, both at home. They desperately need 
to win both of these games before they head out for another 
five-game road trip to Western Canada. They need to get 
their forwards going and they need to get their power 
playback in action. The Canes have not scored a goal with a 
man advantage in their last five games, which is a huge 
reason they have been unable to win close games or grab 
momentum in their games. 

A shining light for the Canes in the last week has been 
Jesperi Kotakaniemi, who has registered four points in his 
last three games. His six goals are now tied for third on the 
team with Jesper fast and he is only behind Andrei 
Svechnikov and Sebastian Aho. It’s also not shocking that 
Kotkaniemi’s assists lag behind his goal total because he is 
playing on the fourth line. He has done an incredible job of 

both creating his own goals and finishing them, he isn’t 
playing with talent that is going to make him look good. 

3. New York Rangers: 29 Points (13-4-3) 

In just over a week’s span, the New York Rangers have had 
two of their games postponed due to other teams’ COVID 
outbreaks. The Rangers already have 11 back-to-back sets, 
but the two re-scheduled games could add more to their 
calendar. This is already a big deal for most teams, but when 
you look at the Ranger's goaltending situation it could be 
magnified. Backup Alexandar Georgiev has started just five 
games with a 2-1-1 record this season. He was pulled in his 
most recent start against Buffalo on Nov. 21, letting in four 
goals on 18 shots. More back-to-backs mean more starts for 
the backup goaltender. 

The Montreal Canadiens hired the former Rangers GM, Jeff 
Gorton, to an Executive Vice President role. While it isn’t a 
major impact for the Rangers it will be interesting to see if he 
has any interest in his former draft picks/prospects. Just think 
of Ron Francis taking and signing multiple former draft picks 
while setting up shop in Seattle. The most interesting piece 
could be Vitali Kravtsov who wants a change of scenery and 
has five goals in eight games with Traktor Chelyabinsk in the 
KHL. The 21-year-old winger was originally a ninth overall 
pick by the Gorton-led Rangers in 2108. While it is unlikely, it 
is something fun to watch.  

4. Pittsburgh Penguins: 25 Points (10-7-5) 

With a win on Monday, the Pittsburgh Penguins moved to 6-
1-0 in their last seven games. Jake Guentzel also scored a 
goal in their win over the Calgary Flames which was his 
team-leading ninth of the season. This also extended his 
current point streak to 10 games, the longest streak of his 
career. The Penguins knew that they were going to have to 
make up for lost time with their COVID outbreaks and injuries 
and they are doing just that and are hitting their stride. They 
are a team that no one wants to face right now. 

The biggest news out of Pittsburgh is the purchase 
agreement with the Fenway Sports Group for $900 million. 
The deal is pending acceptance from the NHL Board of 
Governors, which is expected to pass unanimously. Hall of 
Fame former Pittsburgh Penguin, Mario Lemieux, will stay on 
as a minority stakeholder and will still be involved with the 
NHL operations. Fenway Sports Group is a unique 
organization that owns the Boston Red Sox, Liverpool 
Football Club, and Roush Fenway Racing.  

5. Columbus Blue Jackets: 24 Points (12-8-0) 

The Columbus Blue Jackets have now let up six goals in 
each of their last two games losing by a combined 12-3 
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score. The most troubling issue for Columbus is that both 
goalies played in these games. First, the Blues got six by 
Joonas Korpisalo on 33 shots. Last night Elvis Merzlikins let 
up three goals on his first nine shots and was benched in the 
first period for Korpisalo. Last night Korpisalo wasn’t too 
much better as he let up three shots on 28 shots…struggles 
all around. Last night the goalies were abused by Filip 
Forsberg who had four goals in four shots including a natural 
hat-trick in his second through fourth goals. 

A bright spot in the Blue Jackets lineup has been Zach 
Werenski. He leads the team in time on ice with 26:11 per 
game this year. That’s up almost two minutes per game over 
last season when he was playing with Seth Jones. Werenski 
and the top pairing has been the best possession pair on the 
team and is the only pair above 50% Corsi. This hasn’t come 
at the hands of his offense. He is the top-scoring 
defenseman at .75 points per game which also ranks sixth 
on the team for points per game.  

6. New Jersey Devils: 22 Points (9-7-4) 

The New Jersey Devils had two announcements this week 
regarding center, Jack Hughes. First, he returned to play last 
night against the San Jose Sharks, his first game since 
dislocating his shoulder on Oct. 19, against the Seattle 
Kraken. The bigger news surrounding the young center, his 
new eight-year, $64 million contract extension that was also 
announced yesterday. While the Devils see him as their 
future first-line center, the deal seems like a pretty big 
overpay. Hughes is only 20-years old and just in his third 
year meaning they are only buying three UFA years in his 
contract.  

The $8 million AAV also looks like they are paying him for his 
potential and not his current worth. While he has played on 
some bad teams, he only has 20 goals and 55 points in 119 
games played and hasn’t been a consistent eight-million-
dollar player. That’s not to say he won’t be in the future, but 
it’s tough to construct a long-term core when the team 
overpays players, just look at the Rangers cap crunch. They 
now have $15.25 million of their cap tied up in their top two 
centers for the next five years and $9 million with Dougie 
Hamilton for the next seven seasons. They will need to find 
value somewhere in their lineup. 

7. Philadelphia Flyers: 20 Points (8-8-4) 

The Philadelphia Flyers have now lost their last six games 
which includes back-to-back games letting up five or more 
goals. Since this streak began on Nov. 18 the Flyers have 
been the worst possession team in the league with a 41% 
Corsi at even strength. This has also translated into a 26.9% 
goals for which is the second-worst in the league. This mark 
is only better than the New York Islanders who have also 
been winless in that time span and have been dealing with a 
major COVID outbreak. This losing streak is not on the 
goaltending, it’s on the skaters. The issue is, what can they 
change?  

They have had a ton of injuries through both their NHL and 
AHL rosters which have limited the injury call-up options. The 
Flyers are still without two centers in Kevin Hayes and Nate 
Thompson as well as their top defenseman in Ryan Ellis. 
They don’t have any cap space to make any changes in the 
lineup and head coach Alain Vigneault is in the third year of 
a reported five-year $25 million contract. Firing him now 
would leave a lot of dead money for the owners to pick up. 
The team has been incredibly short-sided and impatient in 
building their team, so their only real move is a splash trade.  

8. New York Islanders: 12 Points (5-10-2) 

The New York Islanders are just the second team in the NHL 
to have games postponed due to COVID-19. The Islanders 
had been asking for the league to postpone games for the 
last couple of weeks due to their outbreak but the league had 
refused despite already postponing games for the Ottawa 
Senators. There has not been a specific number of players 
or a certain trigger for the NHL to postpone games, they 
have just said they will when an outbreak “cannot be 
contained.” This has frustrated some teams including the 
Pittsburgh Penguins who dealt with a tough outbreak and 
now the Canes could be looking at a similar situation. 

The league may have been more hesitant to postpone 
Islanders games specifically due to the unique challenges of 
their schedule. The Islanders' last game was on 11/26 and at 
that time they had played the fewest games in the league 
which includes the Senators which missed three of their own 
games. They were already expected to have a heavy back 
half of the season to make up for their season-opening road 
trip, now it will be even more condensed than it was already 
planned to be. That’s not going to be easy for a team trying 
to chase down a playoff position. 
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About Last Night: Carolina Hurricanes Drop Another Uninspiring Game 

By Zeke Lukow   

The Carolina Hurricanes have now lost four out of their last 
five games. There are always conversations around the good 
teams not letting a slide turn into a lengthy losing streak, but 
away from a win against a terrible Philadelphia Flyers team, 
that’s exactly where they would be. 

Heading into the game we knew there were going to be 
issues with the defense after Tony DeAngelo and Brett 
Pesce were added to COVID protocol. They joined Ethan 
Bear who is only eligible to return Thursday. This forced the 
team to get creative with their pairings. 

New Guys Settle In 

The defensive group still played well in the game, even to the 
point where the Canes felt good enough to play Maxim 
Lajoie and Jalen Chatfield together in the third period. 
Between the two they were a combined -1 rating and were 
on the ice for fewer goals against than Jaccob Slavin and Ian 
Cole, who worked as the top pairing on the night.  

Granted they played in sheltered positions. Lajoie and 
Chatfield had the highest possession on the team with an 
81% and 80% Corsi, respectively. That translated to a team-
high 17.75 relative Corsi for Chatfield and a second-place 
13.33 relative Corsi for Lajoie. They both registered expected 
goals for percentages that are over 90%, Jaccob Slavin had 
a 70.23%. The defense was not the issue that caused the 
Canes to lose.  

Experience Canes Hockey 

Despite outshooting the Dallas Stars by a total of 40 to 17 
and out-chancing the stars 37-13, the Canes couldn’t convert 
the chances they had or get the bounces to cover up for their 
mistakes.  

Someone should have told the Carolina Hurricanes forwards 
that they were not the depleted group. Heading into the 
game there was only going to be one way to win, have the 
best players step up and take over the game, and nothing 
farther from that could have happened.  

The top six looked like a typical bottom six with nothing 
looking crisp. Despite the obvious talent on the team, they 
could not complete a play. Everything was just a little off. 
When they had the right people in the right space, a bounce 
went the wrong way or they just couldn’t finish.  

This could be the fact that the lines haven’t really looked right 
since the Kraken game that saw an ominous return of first-
line Jordan Martinook. The top six is constantly getting 
shuffled around and we haven’t seen a top line that has 
worked like the Teuvo Teravainen, Sebastian Aho, Andrei 
Svechikov OR Seth Jarvis, Aho, Svechnikov. Overall, the top 
six play left a lot to be desired 

Fourth Line Shines 

Since moving Jesperi Kotkaniemi to the fourth line, that unit 
has been the best line for the Canes. Last night it produced 

the only goal and was consistently the only line that was 
creating solid chances. Steven Lorentz was bumped to the 
third line after two great periods, and Kotkaniemi continues 
to be a great playmaker on the bottom line.  

Kotkaniemi’s play has been a great development for the 
Canes. The young forward now has six goals on the year. 
Outside of a garbage-time scoring chance in the last minute 
of the game, the second line, and more importantly Vincent 
Trocheck, has looked invisible during these last five games. 
There could be a real question to see if Kotkaniemi gets a 
tryout in the top six. 

Yes, this would mean a Trocheck demotion or a scratch, but 
even a night of it might not be the worst option. Trocheck has 
been eight games without a point, while Kotkaniemi on the 
fourth line currently has four points in his last three games.  

This is not a typical circumstance. Trocheck is still a very 
talented player, but the Canes have an embarrassment of 
riches at the center position this year, it provides an 
interesting option for them to try in shuffling their lines.  

Power Play Woes Continue 

In the past five games, the Carolina Hurricanes are 0-14 with 
the man advantage and didn’t look close to converting on a 
power play Tuesday night. In fact, the Canes gave up more 
chances on their power plays than they were able to 
generate.  

The Canes have had to shuffle units up without Tony 
DeAngelo, which led to a five-forward first unit. The unit was 
quarterbacked by Teuvo Teravainen and struggled early. In 
their first attempt, they let up two shots against with multiple 
odd-man rushes and had zero attempts. The second unit 
didn’t fare much better with a 0% Corsi, letting up one shot 
and having zero shot attempts.  

Overall, the team let up three scoring attempts with the man 
advantage and only generated two. Let’s remember at even 
strength they out-chanced the Stars 37-17, but had a 
negative rate with the man advantage. They were WORSE 
up a man than they were at even strength. 

Looking Ahead 

The Hurricane's two upcoming games are just what the 
doctor ordered. They have the Ottawa Senators on Thursday 
and the Buffalo Sabres on Saturday. They are two of the 
bottom three teams in the league and the get-right games 
are right when the Canes need them. 

The Canes will also hope to get Ethan Bear back before the 
Senators game, which would allow them to ice their top 
pairing again for the first time since this rough patch started. 
A couple of wins before another road trip will go a long way 
in restoring confidence to this forward group that desperately 
needs to find some goals.  
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Wolves bring in Brickley 

The Chicago Wolves announced Wednesday they have 
recalled defenseman Daniel Brickley from the Norfolk 
Admirals (ECHL). 

Brickley, who signed a contract with the Wolves Sept. 1, 
produced 11 points (3G, 8A) in 16 games for Norfolk, which 
ranks third on the team and shares fifth among all ECHL 
defensemen. 

The 26-year-old Sandy, Utah, native boasts experience at 
the NHL and AHL levels as he made his professional debut 
with the Los Angeles Kings (NHL) on April 5, 2018, and 
contributed one assist in a 5-4 win over the Minnesota Wild. 

He owns two assists in five appearances for the Kings and 
five goals with 15 assists in 78 games for the Ontario Reign 
(AHL). 

Brickley joins the Wolves after the NHL’s Carolina 
Hurricanes recalled stalwart defensemen Jalen Chatfield and 
Max Lajoie on Monday. 

He is expected to be in the lineup when the first-place 
Wolves host the Iowa Wild at 7 p.m. Thursday at Allstate 
Arena. To get a remarkable deal on tickets for this Craft Beer 
Night, click here or call 1-800-THE-WOLVES. 
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How the Hurricanes plan to ‘right the ship’ and end their scoring funk 

 

Chip Alexander 

 

The Carolina Hurricanes often post short Twitter videos of coach Rod 
Brind’Amour in the locker room after wins, pacing about, often passionate 
and congratulating his team. 

It’s the usual stuff: great win, worked hard, earned it, etc. There’s usually 
a goal horn or two spliced into the video if a couple of Brind’Amour’s 
words are too salty. 

What is not shown is what Brind’Amour has said to his team after losses, 
goal horns or not. Or what he might be saying now with the Canes having 
lost the past two games and four of five in slipping to 15-5-1 after their 9-
0 start. 

It might be close to what veteran defenseman Ian Cole said to the media 
Tuesday after the 4-1 loss to the Dallas Stars. 

“Ideally, we never lose two games in a row,” Cole said. “Maybe that’s a 
bit of a pipe dream, but that’s the goal. I think the foundational mindset 
behind that is, ‘Hey, let’s right the ship right away. Let’s not let this linger. 
Let’s not continue to play well but, hey, we lost.’ That’s not good enough. 

“The name of the game as a professional athlete is to win. That’s it. That 
should be our only focus.” 

Cole has played 21 games with the Canes, having been signed in free 
agency after last season. But he has been on Stanley Cup championship 
teams with the Pittsburgh Penguins and understands the mindset and 
focus of a champion and how the ups and downs of a season must be 
handled. 

So does Brind’Amour. He captained the Canes’ 2006 Stanley Cup 
champs and has learned from some of the NHL’s best coaches. He has 
built a lot of that into his coaching style but also must be himself. 

Few players were more intense that Brind’Amour. That has proven to be 
true as a head coach, as someone who was named the 2021 Jack 
Adams Award winner as the NHL’s best coach. 

Brind’Amour understands he crossed a line Sunday in berating the 
referees late in a 4-2 loss to the Washington Capitals at PNC Arena. 
There was too much fire, his words to the refs too salty, too stinging, and 
it cost him a $25,000 fine from the league, which deemed his conduct 
inappropriate. 

Said Canes captain Jordan Staal: “It’s an emotional game and, obviously, 
Roddy is one of those guys who wants it more than anything.” 

While Brind’Amour will pay the fine and move on, as he put it, he must 
find some answers for his team as it moves on. The Canes went into 
Tuesday’s game with defensemen Ethan Bear, Brett Pesce and Tony 

DeAngelo in COVID-19 protocol, taking three right-shot D-men out of the 
lineup. 

But there are other problems. The Canes aren’t lacking for shots — they 
had 40 to the Stars’ 17 on Tuesday and have averaged 36 shots in the 
past four games. A bigger problem in Dallas was that Stars forward 
Roope Hintz was the best skater on the ice, notching his first career hat 
trick and scoring on three of four shots, while Joe Pavelski had a goal 
and two assists. 

The Canes’ goal, scored late in regulation, came on pure grit and 
determination from center Jesperi Kotkaniemi. Some would call it 
“greasy,” but Kotkaniemi first fought for the rebound of a Cole shot, was 
knocked down, got up and circled the net as Jaccob Slavin was getting 
off a shot and poked away at the puck until he got it past goalie Braden 
Holtby. 

Greasy, yes, but also the kind of goal the Canes need as they try, as 
Staal put it, to get out of a funk and get their “mojo going.” 

The Canes have scored five goals in their four recent losses. Staal has 
not scored in the past 14 games. Teuvo Teravainen is without a goal the 
past 10 games — he has been stuck on 99 for his career — while Andrei 
Svechnikov has one goal in the past 14 games and Vincent Trocheck 
one goal in the past 11. 

“I’ve got to do a better job of that, obviously,” Staal said. “My stick is 
turning into a twig pretty soon, the more I’m squeezing it. It’s been pretty 
frustrating for a lot of guys, including myself.” 

Staal called the Canes’ power play “sloppy” Tuesday, and Brind’Amour 
must continue to tinker with the units until DeAngelo and Pesce, the 
power-play quarterbacks, are out of quarantine and back in the lineup. 
He used five forwards on one unit Tuesday, with Teravainen at the point, 
but got nothing out of it. 

Bear was due to be released from quarantine Wednesday and could 
return this week as the Canes have home games against the Ottawa 
Senators and Buffalo Sabres before a five-game road trip. 

”We need to figure out ways to win, and we need to figure them out 
quick,” Cole said. “We can’t let this continue to slide.” 

Carolina Hurricanes vs. Ottawa Senators 

When: Thursday, 7 p.m. 

Where: PNC Arena, Raleigh. 

TV/Radio: Bally Sports South, WCMC-99.9 FM 
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GARRIOCH: Senators hit the 20-game mark with no signs of 
improvement after loss to Canucks 
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Kyle Burroughs of the Vancouver Canucks battles for the loose puck with 
Drake Batherson of the Ottawa Senators during the second period at the 
Canadian Tire Centre on Wednesday night. 

Canucks 6, Senators 2 

The downward spiral continued for the Ottawa Senators on Wednesday 
night. 

And, as they hit the 20-game mark of the schedule, it’s not showing any 
signs of stopping. 

Hoping to turn the page on a 1-10-1 November, the Senators started this 
month with yet another loss. 

This time, Ottawa dropped its sixth straight in front of 10,171 fans on 
Wednesday night at the Canadian Tire Centre with an embarrassing 6-2 
loss to the Vancouver Canucks. The Senators have now won just one of 
their past 13 games. 

Following a late-season surge that sparked excitement for the club last 
spring, the Senators haven’t been able to find their game and this loss 
was just more of the same as only Brady Tkachuk and newcomer Adam 
Gaudette were able to beat Vancouver goalie Thatcher Demko. 

“Nobody likes to lose. If you go around the locker room nobody enjoys it,” 
alternate captain Thomas Chabot said. “It’s a tough time we’re going 
through right now but when you look at those little mistakes we do that to 
ourselves. That includes, everybody, those are small mistakes that end 
up costing you the game.” 

Nick Paul of the Ottawa Senators battles for the puck with Justin Dowling 
of the Vancouver Canucks during the second period. 

With the heat being turned up for the organization to find answers to get 
this turned around, the Senators looked terrible in this one. They were 
badly outshot and outplayed by the Canucks. They look like a frustrated 
group and this one got away from them in the third period. 

The biggest issue is the club’s best players haven’t been their best. The 
Senators made terrible mistakes in front of goaltender Filip Gustavsson 
and they ended up in the net. He can’t be fingered for what’s happening 
in front of him and, on this night, it wasn’t much. 

The players expected to lead the way like Tkachuk, Thomas Chabot, 
Nick Paul and Connor Brown are among those who have to be better if 
this team is to improve. Winger Drake Batherson returned from COVID-
19 protocol and he’s going to need a few games to get his legs. 

There has been no shortage of noise around this team, with fingers being 
pointed everywhere by people looking to play the blame game. 

Ottawa Senators centre Adam Gaudette (17) celebrates with teammates 
after scoring a goal in the first period against the Vancouver Canucks at 
the Canadian Tire Centre. 

“If you’re a true fan, you’re going to stay by your guys,” coach D.J. Smith 
said when asked what his message to the fans would be. “There’s some 
really good players here, and there’s more to come, and this team’s 
going to be good for a long time. 

“It’s easy to get down and kick us while we’re down but we’re going to 
keep fighting. and we’re going to give an effort every day. Tonight isn’t 
the result we wanted but we’ll battle hard and we’ll get better.” 

Smith said he feels the players are giving the best they can. 

“I think we play hard most nights,” Smith said. “Tonight, I thought we 
played really hard until it got bad and then we got frustrated. As a coach 
all you can do is push the guys to go harder tomorrow.” 

Tyler Myers of the Vancouver Canucks battles for the puck with Alex 
Formenton of the Ottawa Senators during the second period. 

J.T. Miller, Alex Chiasson and Bo Horvat put this game away in the third 
for the Canucks. 

Maybe it’s a result of trying to do too much to try to get out of this, but 
Luke Schenn’s first in a Vancouver uniform with only 28.7 seconds left in 
the second put the club in another deep hole. Suddenly, the Senators 
were down 3-1 heading into the third period. 

Schenn somehow walked around Alex Formenton in the Ottawa zone to 
beat Gustavsson. 

When you’re trying desperately to get back into a game, you need to take 
advantage of your opportunities, and the Senators missed on a big one 
down by a goal in the second. The Senators had good chances on a 5-
on-3 for a minute in the second, but Demko made the saves to shut the 
door. 

Really, Gaudette went through a whole range of emotions in this one. His 
turnover led to a go-ahead goal by the Canucks at 2:38 of the second. 
After a turnover in the Ottawa zone, Gustavsson had no chance as Tyler 
Motte scored his second of the season to give the Canucks a 2-1 lead. 

You have to give Gaudette some credit, given the chance to contribute 
on the power play, he took a perfect feed from Brown and fired it by 
Demko on the stick side. That came at 11:52 to tie it up 1-1 and that 
helped Gaudette feel good about himself after a difficult first shift with the 
Senators. 

If the club is to dig its way out of this, then getting down early has to stop. 

The Senators found themselves down only 1:38 into this one. Tanner 
Pearson was able to get the Canucks on the board when he took a pass 
in front and beat Gustavsson glove side. Gaudette lost Pearson on that 
one and he was able to fire the feed from Conor Garland home 
untouched. 

It’s the 13th time in 20 games the club has given up the opening goal. 

“It was definitely good to get on the score sheet and the nerves settled in 
a little bit because it’s been about a month since I played,” Gaudette said. 
“I didn’t feel quite right out there. I got the first one out of the way and 
now I’ve just got to go play hockey.” 

There will be no rest for the Senators as they’ll face the Carolina 
Hurricanes at PNC Arena on Thursday night. 
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Brady Tkachuk said Wednesday he respected the NHL's decision on the 
Brendan Lemieux suspension, but he had nothing more to say on the 
incident. 

Brady Tkachuk bit his tongue Wednesday. 

Sorry, couldn’t resist. 

The Ottawa Senators captain told reporters before the club faced the 
Vancouver Canucks on Wednesday at the Canadian Tire Centre he 
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respected the decision by the NHL’s department of player safety to 
suspend Los Angeles Kings winger Brendan Lemieux five games for the 
biting incident Saturday at the Staples Center. 

In the heat of the moment, Tkachuk called the move by Lemieux 
“gutless” and referred to him several times as a “bad guy”, but noted 
Saturday he wasn’t going to repeat his words and has moved on. 

“I definitely respect the department of player safety’s decision,” Tkachuk 
said Wednesday. “They make all those calls for those different types of 
events. I respect their decision, but like I said (Saturday) I was only going 
to talk about it once and I don’t want to talk about it again. 

“I want to be able to move forward with this and focus on playing 
(Wednesday).” 

Some people felt the suspension wasn’t harsh enough, but this isn’t the 
kind of incident that VP George Parros and his staff have to deal with 
very often. Tkachuk complained to the officials about being bitten multiple 
times on the hand when he emerged from the scrum with 6:06 left in the 
third. 

In its decision, the NHL noted “Lemieux, feeling Tkachuk’s hand on his 
face as they wrestle, bites Tkachuk on his bare left hand and does so 
with a substantial amount of force.” 

But, the NHL noted it wasn’t sure if there were multiple bites by Lemieux, 
even though evidence suggests there was because Tkachuk had cuts on 
both hands. 

“While circumstantial evidence supports the argument Lemieux may have 
bitten Tkachuk multiple times during this fight, we are limiting our review 
of this incident to the bite that occurs almost immediately after the 
players fall to the ice,” the NHL said.  

“Due to a lack of evidence, this decision does not include an analysis of 
how Tkachuk ended up bleeding from his right hand. This isn’t a hockey 
play. This is a player delivering a forceful, intentional and potentially 
dangerous bite to the bare hand of another player.” 

Coach D.J. Smith said there isn’t much point in passing along an opinion 
on league discipline. 

“I’m not going to comment on the league. That’s up to them what they do 
and I’ll let them do what they do,” Smith said. “I want to look after my 
players and that situation doesn’t come up very often. It’s been over a 
decade since the last one and you hope it’s the last one now. 

“It’s just something that’s not acceptable in the game and there’s got to 
be a lot more respect than that. The league deals with it and they’ll make 
their decisions.” 

OFF THE GLASS 

The decision to sit Lassi Thomson on Saturday in Los Angeles was to 
give him a break. Yes, Smith has been impressed with the 21-year-old 
defenceman since he was called up from the club’s AHL affiliate in 
Belleville, and that’s why he returned against the Canucks on 
Wednesday. “He’s played a lot of games in a lot of nights and it was 
back-to-back for a young guy,” Smith said. “His development was of the 
utmost importance with a 100 per cent plan that he would come back 
(against Vancouver). We think he’s going to be a really good player for a 
long time and we saw an opportunity to give him a rest.” His return meant 
veteran Michael Del Zotto didn’t suit up … Former Ottawa D Christian 
Wolanin, picked up on waivers by the Buffalo Sabres from the Kings 
before the start of the season, is headed back to Los Angeles. He was 
picked up on waivers by the Kings on Wednesday … The Canucks are 
among several teams that have been linked to Boston forward Jake 
DeBrusk , along with the Senators, Hurricanes, Blues and Calgary 
Flames. DeBrusk has asked for a change of scenery and the Bruins are 
trying to make that happen. Not sure what the asking price is, but this is 
still a player with plenty of upside potential. 

THE LAST WORDS 

Senators prospect Carson Latimer, a fourth-round pick in the 2021 NHL 
draft, was moved to the Prince Albert Raiders on Wednesday in a 
Western Hockey League deal that sent Montreal 2020 pick Brendan 
Guhle, a defenceman, to the Edmonton Oil Kings. Edmonton is trying to 
make a push for a long playoff run and Latimer will get a chance to play a 
big role with the Raiders. “Carson would have already met one of our 
most famous Raiders in Parker Kelly and had a glimpse of what it takes 
to be a Raider,” said Raiders GM Curtis Hunt , a former Senators 
assistant coach. “We look forward to seeing his speed and play.” Latimer 
has been injured, but is expected to be cleared to play soon … 
Goaltender Matt Murray made the road trip to Utica with the Belleville 
Senators on Wednesday but wasn’t in the lineup. He will start Saturday 
against the Manitoba Moose. “Two days of practice is not quite enough,” 
coach Troy Mann told the Quinte News on Wednesday. “He will have a 
real good goalie session after the morning skate (Wednesday), he will 
have another practice Friday, morning skate Saturday. I think that is 
probably the better decision.” 
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A senseless shooting in Josh Norris' hometown leaves the Ottawa 
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A police vehicle remains parked outside of Oxford High School on 
December 01, 2021 in Oxford, Michigan. 

Josh Norris was visibly shaken and at a loss for words. 

A mass shooting at Oxford High School Tuesday, located in a suburb 40 
minutes from Detroit, was too close to home for the Ottawa Senators’ 
centre. 

The 22-year-old Norris was born there, grew up there and the Oxford ’42’ 
patch he wore on his sweater when he did a Zoom call with the media 
Wednesday before facing the Vancouver Canucks at the Canadian Tire 
Centre was there to show respect for the place he calls home. 

Four students were killed and eight were hurt during the incident at the 
school which is located close to the Norris family home. The Oakland 
County police department has a 15-year-old in custody. 

Norris fought back tears, stopped to catch his breath and had a tough 
time maintaining his composure when he was asked about the tragedy 
and the tribute he wore on the sweater he had on. 

Josh Norris. 

“It was a tough day (Tuesday),” said Norris, struggling to find words. “You 
never really think something like that is going to happen in your 
hometown. I just want to send all my love and my thoughts and 
everything to my hometown. It’s super-unfortunate.”  

The No. 42 patch that Norris wore was in honour of 16-year-old Tate 
Myre, a member of the Oxford football team, who was shot trying to 
disarm the shooter. According to reports, he passed in away in a police 
car while deputies were trying to rush him to hospital to save his life. 

An online petition on change.org has been started to rename the home of 
the Oxford football team from Wildcat Stadium to Tate Myre Stadium. 
Wednesday afternoon more than 58,000 people had signed it as the 
small community tried to deal with the difficult aftermath of the shooting. 
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Norris’ parents, Dwayne and Traci, still make their home in Oxford. All of 
their children, Josh, Coale and Danton, went to school there. This is a 
small community, they know some of the families involved here and 
that’s why this is so difficult for Josh. 

It was going to be tough for him to put this all aside and focus on the 
game. 

“Sorry, it’s hard,” Norris said. “What some of those kids went through, the 
parents of those kids, is really, really difficult. So all I can do is send my 
thoughts and my love. 

“I’m proud to be from there and it’s such an unfortunate situation. I have 
my thoughts with them.” 

This was one of those days where the final score didn’t matter at all 
because to see people so young with so much ahead of them lose their 
lives in a senseless shooting is difficult for anyone to take. 

Those who are closest to Norris know how difficult this was for him. 

“It’s definitely really sad and I was with him (Tuesday) when he found 
out,” said Ottawa captain Brady Tkachuk, one of Norris’ closest friends. 
“I’ve been to (Norris’) house a couple of times and we’ve driven by that 
high school before so we’re definitely thinking about all the people 
involved and all those affected by the tragedies. 

“We’re thinking about everybody and it’s an important time to be there for 
Josh.” 

Vancouver defenceman Quinn Hughes, who is also close friends with 
Tkachuk and Norris, was also there when he learned of the shooting. The 
trio has all spent time together in Michigan so they know how difficult this 
is for Norris with his family still there and it’s such a scary situation. 

“It’s terrible news,” said Hughes. “I was actually with him when he heard 
about that. It’s really scary. You just never want to see anything like that, 
especially with Josh, it’s close to home so it’s tough for him. 
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Ottawa Senators head coach D.J. Smith instructs his players during 
practice on Tuesday, Nov. 30, 2021. After a 1-10-1 November, the 
Senators want to get back on track in December. 

New Ottawa Senator Adam Gaudette, seen skating at practice on 
Tuesday, Nov. 30, 2021, says he's excited to be back at centre, where 
he's most comfortable. 

GARRIOCH: The Ottawa Senators look forward to turning the page to 
December 

Ottawa Senators left-winger Brady Tkachuk (7) gets into a brawl with Los 
Angeles Kings left-winger Brendan Lemieux (48) and centre Blake Lizotte 
(46) in the third period of an NHL hockey game Saturday, Nov. 27, 2021, 
in Los Angeles. 

SNAPSHOTS: Biting incident a new one for Senators coach D.J. Smith 

A TOUGH ROAD AHEAD 

The Senators and Canucks haven’t gotten off to the kind of starts anyone 
expected, and now they’re both trying to dig themselves out of a hole. 
With three games postponed because of COVID-19, the Senators will 
start a stretch of five games in the next seven days, including two sets of 
back-to-backs. After a 1-10-1 November, the club needs to turn the page 
and try to get on track. Last place at the quarter-mark wasn’t in the cards. 

THREE THINGS TO WATCH 

1. The Canucks had a full off-day in Ottawa on Tuesday after a 2-1 
victory over the Montreal Canadiens on Monday night and then a two-
hour post-game train ride here. Vancouver has only two wins in its last 11 
games and a 2-8-1 record in that stretch. Thatcher Demko gave up only 
one goal on 34 shots against the Habs as Conor Garland scored the 
winner in the second period and then the Canucks were able to hang on 
for the win. 

2. With top goalie Matt Murray in Belleville with the club’s AHL affiliate, 
the Senators likely will ride Filip Gustavsson to see if he can handle the 
load. Gus The Bus has a 3-5-1 record with a 3.37 goals-against average 
and a .907 save percentage. The decision to send Murray and his $6.25 
million cap hit to the AHL has been met with controversy, but the 
Senators need to find a way to get him into a groove. 

3. The Senators had a 3-4-2 record against the Canucks in the all-
Canadian North Division last season. Canucks leading scorer J.T. Miller 
has eight goals and 15 points in 31 career games against the Senators 
while Elias Pettersson has six goals and 11 points in seven games 
against Ottawa. Senators captain Brady Tkachuk, Pettersson and Quinn 
Hughes skated together in Michigan in September while waiting to sign 
RFA deals. 
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Embarrassing loss to Canucks proves Senators’ problems might be 
bigger than Matt Murray 

 

By Ian Mendes  

Dec 2, 2021   

 

It’s rare to find one specific play in a hockey game that can perfectly 
illustrate an NHL team’s glaring deficiency. 

But on Wednesday evening, J.T. Miller used a 10-second sequence to 
provide a glimpse into the defensive breakdowns that have plagued the 
Ottawa Senators this entire season. 

With just under three minutes left in regulation time and the Canucks on 
a power play, Miller retreated back into his own zone with the puck and 
started a rush toward the Ottawa blueline. He was immediately greeted 
by the four Ottawa penalty killers who should have served as an 
impenetrable wall into their zone. Instead, Miller sliced through them with 
relative ease, facing the same amount of resistance he would probably 
expect during a summer game of pickup hockey with friends. 

The Canucks forward then deftly slipped the puck past the right pad of 
goaltender Filip Gustavsson to put an exclamation mark on a 6-2 
Vancouver victory over the Senators at Canadian Tire Centre. 

When Connor McDavid provides this type of one-versus-four sorcery, 
opposition teams are left shrugging their shoulders and asking 
themselves, “Well, what are you going to do?” 

After all, there is a level of greatness that you simply cannot defend. 
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But when Miller is able to execute at that level, it should have everybody 
asking the question to Senators management, “Well, what are you going 
to do?” 

Yes, you, Pierre Dorion. 

And Eugene Melnyk. 

And maybe even you, Pierre McGuire. 

What are you going to do about this mess? 

You’ve all stayed in the shadows too long, enveloping yourselves in a 
cone of silence that has only served to amplify the hostility and confusion 
in this marketplace. 

If this management group was clinging to the hope that the shocking 
demotion of Matt Murray to the AHL would do the talking for them, that 
message unfortunately fell flat Wednesday evening. This was not a group 
that suddenly snapped its focus back in the defensive zone because its 
$6.25 million goalie was waived and humiliated. 

Instead, the Senators had a series of breakdowns and defensive lapses 
that have become all-too-common around these parts. 

After the game, D.J. Smith was asked how and why his team is unable to 
play the way the head coach wants after 20 games this season. 

“It’s not our own zone. It’s the play off the rush that’s killed us,” explained 
Smith. “Our biggest issue right now is odd man rushes.” 

When Thomas Chabot spoke to reporters after Wednesday’s contest, he 
mentioned his team was simply making too many mistakes that were 
ending up in the back of their own net. 

And so the question was posed to him: Why can’t your team eliminate 
those mistakes? 

“I mean we’re doing a lot of work on that,” explained Chabot. “At the end 
of the day, when we do video sessions we want to fix those things as 
soon as possible. And whether you’re winning games or losing games, I 
think it’s a game of mistakes and they’re going to happen. For us right 
now, it’s really focusing on playing with the game plan we’re supposed to. 
And eliminating as many as those (mistakes).” 

Somewhere in Utica, Murray probably felt a conflicted sense of 
satisfaction while sitting amongst his new AHL teammates and reading 
these postgame quotes. Upset that his friends and teammates at the 
NHL level lost a game, but extremely happy to see that his theory of 
being scapegoated might carry some credence. If we’re looking at a 
different scoreboard after Wednesday’s game, it might read: 

Matt Murray 1 

Senators Management 0 

If that scoreboard gets more lopsided in Murray’s favour with each 
passing day, how is that going to look on management? 

The Senators used their nuclear option when they waived and demoted 
Murray and they didn’t get the commensurate response they wanted from 
their team Wednesday. They were banking on their team coming out 
looking sharp and motivated in the wake of seeing a high-priced 
teammate take the fall for their early-season struggles. 

Instead, they looked like the same team that managed only a single win 
in November. And for the first time during this losing skid, it even felt like 
they carried defeatist body language onto the ice in the latter stages of 
the game. 

When Brady Tkachuk scored Ottawa’s second goal of the game with just 
over six minutes remaining, there was barely any reaction from the 
players on the ice. And granted, the score at that point was 5-2 
Vancouver, so you wouldn’t expect an emphatic celebration. But there 
was zero urgency or excitement from the players on the ice. No thought 
of, “We’ve got six minutes to score three goals against a pretty bad 
hockey team. There’s still a chance.” 

Instead, the five Ottawa players — Tkachuk, Josh Norris, Drake 
Batherson, Nikita Zaitsev and Victor Mete — all slowly skated back to 
centre ice in a line as if they were adhering to strict social distancing 
measures. 

The whole scene seemed to exude a frustration and resignation with the 
group. And it’s the first time it’s felt detectable during this losing skid. A 
couple of minutes later, Miller scored his highlight reel goal that sealed 
Ottawa’s fate. 

This core of Senators players managed to stay fairly optimistic and 
upbeat during a disastrous month of November, but you can sense that’s 
wavering now. 

“This happens all the time to teams,” said Adam Gaudette, who made his 
Senators debut Wednesday. “That happened earlier in the season in 
Chicago too. I’ve seen it before, you just got to stick together and battle 
through it together.” 

It was an uneven debut for Gaudette, who scored a slick power-play goal 
in the first period, but then saw his ice time slashed to just 8:20 in the 
hockey game thanks to being on the ice for a pair of defensive 
breakdowns that led to Vancouver goals. 

The Senators plucked Gaudette off the waiver wire, hoping he could 
provide a spark down the middle. And they’ve tried these types of minor 
moves to fix what appears to be a major issue. 

It’s why they also grabbed Dylan Gambrell off waivers a few weeks ago. 
They made Tyler Ennis a healthy scratch Wednesday. And maybe they’ll 
do that to Chris Tierney on Thursday. Or perhaps they’ll put Mete in the 
press box for a game. 

If they continue with this strategy, it’s akin to slapping a bandage over a 
gaping wound. As Taylor Swift once aptly stated, “Band-Aids don’t fix 
bullet holes” — though it’s highly doubtful she was prescient enough to 
be singing about the 2021-22 Ottawa Senators. 

The minor moves haven’t worked. The one seismic move they tried — 
waiving Murray — seemed to generate little traction. 

We’ve reached the 20-game mark of the season and this team has won 
four games. The Senators could be hurtling toward being one of the 
worst teams of the salary-cap era if they don’t turn this around. 

But it’s hard to envision any sustained success in the weeks ahead 
because it feels like they’re stuck in an endless loop of losing. 

The coach is tired of answering the same line of repetitive questioning. 

And believe me, the media is tired of asking the same questions, too. 

The fans? 

They’re exhausted by the losing and the negativity that is swirling in this 
marketplace. 

The only question left to ask is: When will management express the 
same sense of frustration and exhaustion as the rest of us? 
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Jeff Skinner says he's only a 'piece of the puzzle,' but he's so much more 
to Sabres 

 

Lance Lysowski News Sports Reporter 
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SUNRISE, Fla. – With Victor Olofsson darting toward the net during 
practice Wednesday afternoon, Jeff Skinner held the puck in the right 
circle to freeze goalie Dustin Tokarski and made a perfect saucer pass 
over a defender’s stick blade. 

Olofsson was there at the top of the crease for the easy redirect goal, 
earning stick taps from teammates in FLA Live Arena and leading 
Skinner to raise both arms in celebration. While the Sabres (8-11-3) won 
only three of 14 games in November, Skinner showed glimpses of what 
he accomplished before signing an eight-year, $72 million contract with 
Buffalo in June 2019. 

His six even-strength goals in November were tied for sixth in the 
National Hockey League, and he has nine points in his last nine games. 
With eight goals and 15 points in 22 games this season, he’s already 
surpassed his totals from 2020-21. 

“For Skinner, this is a new normal for him, I believe, because of the work 
and habits he’s putting in,” coach Don Granato exclaimed after a two-
goal game by Skinner on Monday.  

But if the 29-year-old winger is encouraged by what he accomplished last 
month, he’s not showing it. When asked Wednesday about his recent 
success, Skinner credited his linemates, Tage Thompson and Olofsson, 
and made it clear his only focus is winning more games.  

“Your job as a player is to help your team win and we’re in a bit of a rut 
right now, so you just try to keep working through it,” Skinner said. 

Thompson leads the Sabres with 10 goals and Olofsson has evolved into 
one of their top forwards, but neither is the club’s highest-paid player. 
Skinner holds that distinction with a $9 million cap hit through 2026-27 – 
including a $10 million salary for his season – and his no-movement 
clause means it’s likely he will be in Buffalo when this team is expected 
to contend. 

If the Sabres are going to succeed, they’ll need Skinner to be a reliable 
player now and in the future. So, his 30-goal, 26-assist pace through a 
quarter of the season is noteworthy, even if he made it clear that he didn't 
want to talk about himself. 

“You try to score goals to help win games, so that’s the bottom line,” said 
Skinner. “But for me, it’s obviously a big part of my game and a big part 
of my job to produce offensively. Recently, I think as a line and also 
personally, we’re doing a better job of that and we want to keep that up. 
We want to keep this rhythm and do the little things that are helping us 
produce.” 

Since the outset of training camp in September, Granato has boasted 
about Skinner’s attention to detail and practice habits. Even when 
Skinner wasn’t scoring, Granato expressed confidence that goals would 
follow. It’s clear during most shifts how the coaching change has 
benefited Skinner. He has the puck on his stick more and, unlike the 
days under former coach Ralph Krueger, the Sabres don't look like 
they're skating in quicksand every night. 

They’re attacking the weak side in the neutral zone, using precise passes 
and creativity to create space, and, in the case of the Thompson line, 
forechecking effectively to earn second opportunities. In Granato, 
Skinner has a coach who understands his skill set. 

Krueger was determined to make Skinner change his game, no matter 
how much the forward accomplished during his first nine seasons in the 
NHL. Since 2010-11, Skinner ranks seventh in even-strength goals (218), 
despite totaling only 16 in 74 games under Krueger. 

Skinner isn’t a perfect player. He’s never been known to be the best 
defensive forward on his team and isn’t always consistent on the 
forecheck. Krueger had Skinner on the ice for more defensive zone starts 
and took him off the power play. 

The change to Granato has brought out the best in the Sabres, Skinner 
included. 

“He wants to play aggressive, he wants to play up-tempo and more so for 
our group, it’s the style that’s more suited for us,” said Skinner. “We have 
a lot of guys who can skate, a lot of young guys who are hungry and 
don’t really want to sit back. They want to utilize the speed they have. It’s 
where I try to fit in as a piece of the puzzle. Being part of the team is 
trying to fit into the system and the system is more geared toward our 
team’s makeup and strengths.” 

Skinner has delivered consistent play and more ice time has followed. He 
has three games of 20-plus minutes after having only six during 
Krueger’s time as coach. Skinner ranks second among all Sabres 
forwards in 5-on-5 ice time and leads the team in individual shot quality in 
those situations, according to NaturalStatTrick.com. His shooting 
percentage is 12.5%, inching closer to the 14.9% of shots he converted 
during the career-high 40-goal season in 2018-19. 

Skinner’s arrival in a blockbuster trade from Carolina in August 2018 was 
former General Manager Jason Botterill’s first significant move to try to fix 
the Sabres’ 5-on-5 game. Three years later, the club is finally producing 
in those situations, ranking 10th in the league in 5-on-5 scoring (43). 
Buffalo needs to generate more quality chances – it ranks 30th in shot 
quality at 5-on-5, according to Evolving-Hockey.com – but Skinner’s play 
is a significant development in the Sabres' quest to build a winner. 

“There’s more clarity for him on how he’s going to accomplish things, 
how he’s going to be successful, score his next goal, make his next play,” 
Granato said of Skinner. “So, he’s very forward focused. As a 
consequence, he doesn’t dwell on anything. If there’s a mishap or a 
hiccup, he’s, ‘I have clarity on how I’m gonna get my next chance, how 
I’m going to create a next chance, how we’re going to work together as a 
unit of five.’ To me, that’s part of the root of his confidence and obviously 
the work ethic is the other component that’s significant in that.” 
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Casey Mittelstadt set to return for Sabres in Florida; Christian Wolanin 
claimed 

 

Lance Lysowski News Sports Reporter 

 

SUNRISE, Fla. – Casey Mittelstadt was the first Buffalo Sabres player on 
the ice for practice Wednesday in FLA Live Arena, shooting pucks in 
preparation for his first game action since opening night. 

Mittelstadt, who emerged as the club’s top center during an impressive 
training camp, is on track to return from a 21-game absence Thursday 
when the Sabres (8-11-3) face Sam Reinhart and the Florida Panthers 
(15-4-3) to begin the road trip. 

Additionally, coach Don Granato confirmed that defenseman Jacob 
Bryson is expected to be in the lineup after missing one game with a 
nagging injury. Goalie Dustin Tokarski practiced with the team after 
leaving their on-ice workout early Tuesday because of a shot to the 
helmet. 

Mittelstadt's return comes during a time of need for the Sabres, who have 
gone 3-10-2 in their last 15 games and allowed a league-worst 60 goals 
in November. 

“Not only is he a talented guy and an emerging guy, he’s a guy that is 
going to – where he’s at in this stage of his career, like we see with 
(Tage) Thompson, he’s going to get better game by game, week by 
week,” said Granato. “And he’s already good. And he’s a leader. He’s an 
ultra-competitor, which makes him a leader.” 

Mittelstadt, 23, was undoubtedly the Sabres’ top player during training 
camp, showcasing a blend of speed and skill that fit perfectly with how 
Granato wants his team to attack offensively. However, Mittelstadt’s 
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development was paused by an upper-body injury that limited him to only 
9:07 of ice time in the season-opening win over Montreal on Oct. 14. 
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Sabres No. 1 overall pick Owen Power named to Team Canada World 
Junior camp roster 

 

Mike Harrington News Sports Reporter 

 

University of Michigan defenseman Owen Power, the Buffalo Sabres' No. 
1 overall pick in the NHL draft in July, has been named to the preliminary 
roster for Team Canada for the  World Junior Championships. 

The 35 players invited to the selection process will convene next week in 
Calgary for training camp for the tournament, which opens Dec. 26 in 
Edmonton and Red Deer. 

Power has already set career highs in assists (20) and points (23) 
through 16 games for Michigan and is on an eight-game point streak (1-
14-15). 

The Wolverines (12-4-2) swept a two-game series last weekend from 
Niagara by scores of 4-1 and 6-1 and host Minnesota for two games this 
weekend in the first matchup this season of Sabres draft picks Power 
and Ryan Johnson, the Minnesota defenseman taken at No. 31 overall in 
2019. 

Power won a gold medal for Canada in the World Championships last 
May in Latvia. According to TSN, he could become the first player in 
Canadian history to strike gold in the World Championships and World 
Juniors before playing in the NHL. 

Power was joined on the Team Canada roster by Michigan teammate 
Kent Johnson, who was taken at No. 5 overall in July by Columbus, and 
No. 3 overall pick Mason McTavish of the Anaheim Ducks, who is now 
back with Peterborough of the Ontario Hockey League after playing nine 
NHL games this season. 
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Pair of Amerks games postponed as coach Seth Appert enters Covid 
protocol 

 

Mike Harrington News Sports Reporter 

 

Covid-19 issues that have been increasing in the American Hockey 
League in recent days have ensnared the Rochester Amerks. 

The Sabres' top affiliate had two games postponed Wednesday, as they 
were one of five Eastern Conference teams temporarily shut down by the 
league. The club announced in the morning that coach Seth Appert was 
entered into Covid-19 protocol and it's believed there are positive tests 
among the players.  

The AHL did not reveal who has a positive test and who is a close 
contact. A confirmed positive test can sideline a player for 10 days. 

The Amerks did not play Syracuse as scheduled Wednesday in Blue 
Cross Arena and will not host Springfield on Friday night. Makeup dates 
for both games have yet to be determined. Amerks players took a 
morning skate and assistant coaches and former Sabres Mike Weber 

and Michael Peca were going to lead the bench in Appert's absence until 
the postponement was announced.  

Weber and players were scheduled to speak to reporters on a video call 
at 11 a.m., but the Amerks canceled the call, and rumors about the status 
of the game began to swirl before the postponement was announced 2 
1/2 hours later. 

The AHL announced 14 postponements on Wednesday, as Rochester 
joined Springfield, Hershey, Hartford and Providence as teams dealing 
with Covid. Providence, Boston's affiliate, is believed to be dealing with a 
major outbreak of more than 10 players and its weekend set of three 
games in three days was postponed. 

In addition to having Springfield on its schedule for Friday, the Amerks 
hosted Hershey last weekend and that has organizational nerves frayed. 
The Sabres and Amerks declined comment on the situation, deferring to 
the league. 

"The Rochester situation was a combination of their game on Friday 
against Springfield was going to be postponed because of Springfield's 
issues and they were coming out of last week's game against Hershey, a 
team that had a whole bunch of positives," Jason Chaimovitch, the AHL's 
vice president of communications, told The News by phone from 
Springfield. "So it's more erring on the side of caution and medical 
advice. We're deferring to the experts on these. It's a whole lot easier to 
postpone and reschedule at this time of year rather than risk anything. 

Rochester's schedule is tentatively set to resume Saturday night at 
Syracuse, although that could be early for a resumption of the schedule. 
A more likely scenario would be a return to play next Wednesday at 
home against Utica. 

"For the time being, we're anticipating they're going to play on Saturday, 
but it's fluid," Chaimovitch said. "We'll regroup in the morning, see what 
else has come in and hopefully it's trending in the right direction." 

As reported by Sportsnet's Jeff Marek, the AHL issued a memo to its 
teams on Wednesday, tightening its protocols in much the same way the 
NHL requested of its teams earlier this week. 

Specifically, the AHL has instructed teams to cancel all holiday parties 
and temporarily halt autograph signings, public speaking engagements 
and public charity events. Visitors must wear masks in team facilities and 
members of the public involved in ceremonial faceoffs must wear masks 
on the ice. 

Masking is a particular point of emphasis, with players now mandated to 
wear masks while traveling on planes or buses. Team personnel are 
being encouraged to wear a mask in all public places. 

"The buses were one of the big concerns about the Springfield issue this 
weekend, with them riding to Rochester and on to Toronto," Chaimovitch 
said. "Spending 6-7 hours on the bus and then crossing the border was a 
definite consideration for them. It's all factored in." 

Appert, 47, is in his second year as coach of the Sabres' AHL affiliate. 
The Amerks are 11-6-0 and in third place in the AHL's North Division. 

Jack Quinn, Buffalo's first-round draft choice in 2020, is off to a great 
start for Appert's club, and entered Wednesday's play leading the AHL in 
goals (11) and points (24). He was one point ahead of Chicago center 
and Williamsville native Andrew Poturalski. 
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One stat of note for every Buffalo Sabres player at the season's quarter 
mark 

 

John Vogl 
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After last season’s debacle, nearly anything would have been an 
improvement for Jeff Skinner. Being on pace for his fifth 30-goal season 
is definitely a positive development. 

“It’s nice to get going,” the Sabres left winger said. “Part of my job is to 
generate offense and to capitalize on opportunities, and I’m going to try 
and keep doing that.” 

As the Sabres pass the quarter mark of their season, Skinner has 
already eclipsed last year’s totals. He’s up to eight goals and 15 points in 
22 games, blowing by the seven goals and 14 points in 53 outings. 

“Last year was a challenging year, obviously not how I would have liked 
to contribute to the team,” he said. 

Skinner is one of Buffalo’s top contributors so far, but he’s hardly alone. 
Here’s one stat for every player with a quarter of the season down and 
60 games to go. 

Craig Anderson: The goaltender has a .921 save percentage, which 
ranks 17th in the NHL. The Sabres’ other goalies have combined for a 
.895 save percentage. 

Rasmus Asplund: The forward leads the Sabres in even-strength shot 
attempts at plus-30. Buffalo holds a 259-229 edge with Asplund on the 
ice. 

Anders Bjork: Among the 202 NHL forwards with at least 10 minutes of 
short-handed ice time, Bjork ranks 21st in power play goals allowed per 
60 minutes. He’s allowing just 2.22 per 60, giving up one goal in his 
26:59 of penalty-kill work. 

Jacob Bryson: The defenseman leads the Sabres in power play goals for 
per 60 minutes at 12.68 and power play points per 60 at 8.46. 

Will Butcher: He leads Buffalo defensemen by taking 65.7 percent of his 
faceoffs in the offensive zone, yet he’s second to last in even-strength 
goal differential at minus-8. 

Drake Caggiula: The forward is averaging 14:38 of ice time, the highest 
total of his career. He averaged 14:26 for Edmonton and Chicago in 
2018-19. 

Dylan Cozens: After scoring four goals in 41 games as a rookie, Cozens 
has already found the net six times, putting him on pace for 22. 

Rasmus Dahlin: The defenseman has 11 assists and is on pace for 41. 
He would become the first Buffalo blueliner to top 40 since Brian 
Campbell in 2006-07. 

Aaron Dell: His save percentage of .862 ranks 60th of the 61 goaltenders 
who’ve played at least five games. The Rangers’ Alexandar Georgiev is 
last at .858. 

Cody Eakin: The center ranks 10th in the NHL in faceoffs, winning 57.3 
percent of his draws. As a team, the Sabres rank 31st at 45.2 percent. 

Zemgus Girgensons: The forward is on pace to set personal bests for 
assists (19), points (34) and penalty minutes (78). His 21 penalty minutes 
are just five shy of his career-high 26 set in 2017-18. 

Robert Hagg: The defenseman has been on the ice for 54.4 percent of 
the team’s penalty-kill time, the Sabres’ highest mark and 36th in the 
NHL. He also leads the Sabres with 49 blocked shots and 43 hits. 

John Hayden: The forward is one of just eight players to take a penalty 
shot. Only two — Boston’s Brad Marchand and New Jersey’s Jesper 
Bratt — have scored. 

Vinnie Hinostroza: The forward leads the Sabres in shot attempts while 
the team is trailing at plus-48, nearly double the second-place Bryson 
(25). Hinostroza is minus-17 while the Sabres are ahead and while 
they’re tied. 

Henri Jokiharju: In six games played, Jokiharju has been on the ice for 
six even-strength goals against. The Sabres have scored two goals with 
him on the ice, giving him a team-worst even-strength goals-for 
percentage of 25 percent. 

Colin Miller: The Sabres have scored 23 even-strength goals with Miller 
on the ice, the highest total for any player. He’s also been on the ice for 
21 goals against, the fourth-highest total on the team. 

Casey Mittelstadt: Penciled in as the No. 1 center, he’s played just one 
game. Mittelstadt, who got hurt in the opener, is expected to return 
Thursday in Florida. 

Brett Murray: The rookie left winger, who recorded his first NHL point 
Saturday and his inaugural goal and multipoint game Monday, leads the 
Sabres in points per 60 minutes at 3.40. 

Kyle Okposo: The right winger has six goals and 15 points, putting him 
on pace for 22 and 56, respectively. Those would be his highest totals 
since a 22-goal, 64-point season with the Islanders in 2015-16. 

Victor Olofsson: Of the winger’s five goals, four have come at even 
strength. Of his 14 points, 11 have come at even strength, pushing him 
past his former reputation as a power play specialist. 

Mark Pysyk: The defenseman leads the Sabres with an even-strength 
goal differential of plus-3, putting him on pace to post a positive number 
for his third team in three years. 

Skinner: In addition to his 30-goal pace, Skinner is on pace to record 26 
assists. It would be his most since putting up the same total with Carolina 
in 2016-17. 

Tage Thompson: The forward leads the Sabres with 10 goals, eight 
even-strength goals, 16 points and 13 even-strength points. He’s tied 
with Skinner for the team lead with 64 shots, an average of 2.9 per game. 
He’s on pace for 37 goals and 60 points. 

Dustin Tokarski: The goaltender has faced 18 shots while Buffalo is on 
the power play, the fourth-highest total in the league. 
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Jets players know it is up to them to end scoring drought 

 

Jason Bell9-11 minutes 12/1/2021 

 

Collectively, the Winnipeg Jets were exempt from practice Tuesday, a 
regularly scheduled day off, but the vast majority also took advantage of 
the 'optional' disclaimer Wednesday and steered clear of the Iceplex. 

Now, outsiders might question head coach Paul Maurice's prerogative to 
gift his players a 48-hour respite from the rink, particularly considering 
the squad's lack of productivity the last two weeks. 

Winnipeg's scoring tap has been cranked righty-tighty and the NHL team 
has earned just three points during a dismal 1-5-1 stretch since a 2-1 
shootout loss to the host Edmonton Oilers on Nov. 18. Overall, the squad 
(10-8-4) is sixth in the Central Division and has dropped below the playoff 
line in the Western Conference. 

The Jets return to battle Friday when the New Jersey Devils come town. 
Game time is 7 p.m. 

Might some time for rest and recovery be an antidote for the yips? 

"I don't know if there's ever a cure-all. It's different for every guy," said 
forward Andrew Copp, one of a handful of skaters at the Iceplex. "For 
me, I still feel like I'm on the younger side of things and there were things 
to go out and work on, so I was able to do that and get (in the gym) as 
well. Sometimes, you just need one of those days where you don't have 
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coaches hovering around, no mandated drills, that are obviously good for 
the team, but for your own individual development you need to do other 
things. It was nice to have the freedom to just kind of control the day. 

"Some guys maybe are a little more banged up and needed two days, or 
mentally they're a little more drained, or maybe they've got kids and 
they've got things to do today. So, there's a lot that goes into it." 

The Jets' most recent display of dysfunctional weaponry occurred 
Monday at Canada Life Centre when the awful Arizona Coyotes — 
whose team slogan at the quarter mark of the 2021-22 season might as 
well be, 'Have it your way!' — generated just 15 shots but somehow fled 
the scene with a 1-0 victory. 

Arizona goalie Karel Vejmelka earned a 46-save shutout, a high volume 
of shots, indeed, from the hosts. But a big chunk of those came from low-
danger spots in the offensive zone, while far more obvious opportunities 
either missed the mark entirely or were blocked by the Coyotes. 

Winnipeg's power-play unit continued to sputter, failing to produce on six 
chances with the man advantage against the Coyotes, which was 
running the league's second-worst penalty kill (68.2 per cent) prior to a 
perfect night against the Jets. 

Copp said he left the downtown arena with competing emotions. 

"There's kind of a line to wrestle with there, where we had a pretty good 
game, we outshot them… dominated stretches of the game, so you want 
to take some solace in that and not beat yourself up too much," said the 
27-year-old product of Ann Arbor, Mich., in his seventh NHL season, all 
with Winnipeg. "By the same token, we gotta find a way to put the puck in 
the net. We gotta find a way to create more and to finish on chances we 
get, create more chances and sharpen up the power play. 

"You wanna ride that line of not overly down on yourself where 
confidence starts to wane, but you do understand the things we need to 
get better at and work at during practice over the next couple of days to 
try and improve on those things we need to work on." 

On its last road trip, the Jets played in three different time zones. They 
were blanked 3-0 by the Columbus Blue Jackets on Nov. 24 and roughed 
up 7-1 by the Minnesota Wild two nights later, before showing some 
moxie in a 4-2 come-from-behind win over the Calgary Flames on Nov. 
27. 

Veteran blue-liner Brenden Dillon said a return to the ice just 24 hours 
after the debacle in St. Paul, Minn., helped rinse some of the stink off. 

"The best thing mentally for us after the game in Minnesota — when you 
don't get a win and you know you can play better — was the fact you 
know you play the next night in Calgary. We get a big win there in 
Calgary and then we can't wait until the next one, which happened to be 
Monday (against Arizona), said Dillon. "I feel we played better than a 1-0 
loss, I feel like we deserved better than that, but I'm sure there'll be 
games this year when we don't play well and we do get a win, or where 
(goalie Connor Hellebuyck) gets us a 'W' on a night we didn't deserve 
one. 

"We know we had more than enough chances between the power play 
and even five-on-five. We're generating shots and we're getting 
rebounds, but we all know that we can raise our level to get something 
across the goal line somehow." 

The dearth of scoring over the club's last 12 meetings (4-6-2) is 
staggering. 

Resident sniper Kyle Connor has six goals in that span, a veritable 
machine compared to his Jets cohorts. Pierre-Luc Dubois had seven 
tallies through 10 games to begin the season but has just four in the last 
dozen, while Nikolaj Ehlers has scored three goals in the same stretch. 

The next few paragraphs contain statistics some readers might find 
disturbing. Reader discretion is advised. 

While Adam Lowry’s employment isn’t dependent on scoring, two goals 
in 22 games is overly concerning. Mark Scheifele has suited up for 16 
games and has a measly two goals, including one in three-on-three 
overtime.  

Blake Wheeler has yet to light the lamp in 17 outings. In fact, Wheeler's 
protracted scoring funk goes back to the 2021 postseason when he was 
shut out in the team's last five playoffs matchups. 

The captain, scheduled to play the 1,000th game of his terrific NHL 
career Sunday against the visiting Toronto Maple Leafs, has endured 
other scoring droughts during his 10-plus seasons in Winnipeg. He didn't 
score until Game 19 of the inaugural 2011-12 season in the Manitoba 
capital and went through 14-game and 15-game slumps in 2013-14 and 
2017-18, respectively. 

Dillon said the blame lies at the feet of the group as a whole. 

"We understand the struggles to score right now. We're getting some 
looks, some opportunities, but with hockey you have to earn your 
chances to put the puck in. Every goalie in this league — it doesn't matter 
if it's the 32nd-place team or the first-place team — they're good goalies," 
he said. "The biggest thing is simplifying for us, not trying to look for the 
perfect shot or the perfect opportunity. 

"We've talked about getting more of a net presence because we do seem 
to get pucks from different angles but we have to take away the goalie's 
eyes. That's something we can improve on." 
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Jets' Perfetti touts unfinished business after world junior call 

 

Scott Billeck 

 

Cole Perfetti #91 of the Winnipeg Jets skates the puck against Kevin 
Shattenkirk #22 of the Anaheim Ducks in the first period at Honda Center 
on October 13, 

Winnipeg Jets prospect Cole Perfetti knows there’s unfinished business 
awaiting Team Canada at the upcoming World Junior Ice Hockey 
Championships, set to begin later this month. 

Perfetti was one of 35 players to be handed a selection camp invite by 
Team Canada on Wednesday, with camp beginning on Dec. 9 and 
running through Dec. 12 in Calgary. 

The 19-year-old, who has six goals and eight assists in 15 games with 
the Manitoba Moose so far this season, is a lock to make the roster after 
an impressive showing last year and being one of only three returnees 
from last year’s squad. 

That squad fought its way to the gold medal game in the bubble in 
Edmonton but fell short of the annual expectation after being blanked 2-0 
by the Americans. 

“There is a lot of redemption from last year. Still have that feeling in my 
gut of losing in the gold (medal game) to the U.S,” Perfetti said during a 
Zoom call with media Wednesday following Moose practice at BellMTS 
Iceplex. “There’s a lot I want to accomplish this year, and coming back 
and winning a gold medal is the most important part of that, obviously.” 

With a Jan. 1 birthday, Perfetti will turn 20 at the tournament and is the 
oldest player by 11 days. But it’s not just his age and his previous 
experience in the tournament — he scored twice and added four helpers 
last year — that has him primed for a massive role for Canada. 

Perfetti is now in his second season in professional hockey thanks to the 
Ontario Hockey League shutdown last season and a special exemption 
for players this season that still have junior eligibility but played in the 
American Hockey League when the OHL was on hiatus due to the 
pandemic. 

Perfetti is just one of two players on Canada’s roster with that resume. 
Defenceman Donovan Sebrango, a Detroit Red Wings prospect who will 
turn 20 on Jan. 12, 2022, is playing with the AHL’s Grand Rapids Griffins. 
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“Me and (Sebrango) have been fortunate enough to do that the last year 
and a half. I think that’s big for us, and adds to what we can bring, what 
we can add and what we can learn,” Perfetti said. “There’s lots of the 
guys in the team that have played in the NHL this year that are on that 
roster… (Mason) McTavish and (Jake) Neighbours, lots of guys went to 
NHL camps and all that kind of stuff. There’s a lot of pro experience on 
this team, while as much as you can get for a world junior team, I think. 
That’s going to be an advantage for us. There’s lots of guys who’ve 
played pro and know what it takes.” 

Perfetti spent all of training camp with the Jets ahead of the 2021-22 
campaign, and stuck with the team, playing a part in two games, before 
being sent back to the Moose on Oct. 21. 

Given his rise in the AHL ranks, and the downgrade in competition, even 
at the premier junior tournament, there was some question as to whether 
or not the Jets would give Perfetti and Team Canada their blessing to 
send the Whitby, Ont., native to the tournament. 

Perfetti’s inclusion on the roster answered that question as Canada goes 
for a 19th title. 

“Obviously, my mind is here. This is my team,” Perfetti said of the Moose. 
“This is who I play for and it sucks to have to pick up and leave for a 
month of the season, but that’s the beauty of this team. Everyone is 
happy for me to go.” 

Last year’s tournament was played behind closed doors due to COVID-
19. 

No fans. No atmosphere. 

This year’s rendition is back in Edmonton, with fans — all fully vaccinated 
— and with Red Deer serving as a second venue. 

Canada, in Group A along with Finland, Germany, Czech Republic and 
Austria, will play all of its round-robin games at Rogers Place. Group B, 
which includes the U.S., Russia, Sweden, Slovakia and Switzerland, will 
operate out of Westerner Park Centrium in Red Deer. 

“It’s gonna be crazy,” Perfetti said. “I mean, I’ve never played in front of 
that many people, I don’t think. I can’t think of a time I’ve ever played in 
front of that many people so I can’t really imagine what it’s going to be 
like. I can’t wait. 

“I mean, that’s what you live for as a hockey player. The whole country 
cheering you on, 20,000 people in the building. And that’s just… I think 
it’ll give you goosebumps the first time the crowd goes nuts or the first 
time you come out for the opening game and the building’s full. I think it’s 
gonna be pretty special. So it’s hard to expect what’s going to come, but 
I’m looking forward to it. And, you know, hoping the fans are going to be 
rowdy.” 

As for himself, Perfetti is certain of one thing. 

“My game is at a much better place than it was a year ago today,” he 
said. 

The 2022 tournament kicks off on Boxing Day, with Finland facing 
Germany before Perfetti and the Canadians take on the Czech Republic 
in primetime. 
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Winnipeg Jets' Schmidt welcomes rest, isn't panicking amid slump 

 

Scott Billeck 

 

Winnipeg Jets defenceman Nate Schmidt carries the puck against the 
Edmonton Oilers in Winnipeg on Wednesday, Sept. 29, 2021. 

For a guy who could find a way to bring cheer to doing his own taxes, it 
should come as no surprise that Nate Schmidt is a big Christmas guy. 

The Winnipeg Jets won’t have another stretch of time off until the 
Christmas break later this month, so it’s been the perfect chance for the 
30-year-old defenceman to gather the necessary trimmings that will soon 
inundate the Schmidt household. 

“The whole nine yards,” Schmidt said during a phone interview on 
Wednesday, the second of a stretch of three days without game action 
for the Jets. “It’s been nice to have the day to get all of this stuff ready.” 

Decorating will come Thursday as Schmidt’s fiance returns from the U.S. 
after American Thanksgiving, along with his sister. Schmidt has been 
preparing for the festive feels by cranking the Christmas tunes and 
indulging in one of Winnipeg’s favourite pastimes. 

“I shovelled my driveway for the first time,” Schmidt said. 

And how was that? 

The audible sigh coming through the speaker told the whole story. 

Everyone was inside BellMTS Iceplex on Wednesday after scheduled off-
day Tuesday, but an optional skate at the team’s practice facility was 
sparsely attended and didn’t include coaches. Head coach Paul Maurice 
emphasized the need for rest following Monday’s 1-0 loss to the Arizona 
Coyotes and he’s stuck to the plan. 

The team has won just once in their past seven games, a block that 
included four in six nights and a coming off a month of November that 
saw them play 14 times in 28 days. It’s been a grind — here, there and 
everywhere, as Schmidt put it. And the mounting losses, which 
squandered an impressive record to start this season, haven’t offered 
any solace. 

On a night where there’d be a practice the next day, Schmidt might be up 
playing video games or watching movies. But Tuesday was different. He 
had a nightcap and lights were out by 10:30 p.m. 

“I was tired,” he said. “It was one of those things where, especially when 
you play a bunch, you have to cherish these times, maybe walk away 
and unplug for a second.” 

Schmidt breaks up seasons into segments, so getting back into the office 
on Wednesday, for instance, was the start of a new month, and an 
opportunity to get to look ahead at getting to the Christmas break feeling 
good. 

It helps the Minnesotan not to dwell. 

“This game, there’s enough pressure on it the way it is, I don’t think you 
need to go out and add anything to it,” Schmidt said. 

The former Washington Capital isn’t discounting the frustration that’s 
being felt in the room. It’s there to an extent. It would be odd if it wasn’t. 

The Jets scored just five goals during their losing streak, ended it with a 
four-goal outing in Calgary last weekend, and then hopped right back 
aboard the famine train in Monday’s shutout defeat. 

But for a guy like Schmidt, who isn’t often seen without a smile on his 
face, it’s about stopping the spread. 

“(Former Caps defenceman) Brooks Orpik told me that once,” Schmidt 
said. “I wasn’t playing in Washington and it was early in my career and I 
was really frustrated and I wore on it my sleeve. 

“I’ve been trying to get a lot better understanding of how that affects the 
guys. You realize how much it makes a difference. At least I can tell, and 
I feel other guys can tell, too.” 

Of course, even Schmidt can’t keep his feelings completely under lock 
and key. 

His stick gave the post a nice whack after Antoine Roussel scored 
Arizona’s game-winner on Monday. Schmidt missed on getting his glove 
on a Loui Eriksson centring pass, which allowed Roussel the tap-in. 

“I didn’t want to tip it into (Connor Hellebuyck) so I tried to grab it,” 
Schmidt said. “Sure enough, it goes under my hand.” 

After the final buzzer sounded, Schmidt headed to the video room to try 
to process what happened. He wanted to understand the error of his 
ways before flushing it. 
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The emotions of the game stay on the sleeve of his jersey, not the blazer 
he wears as he exits Canada Life Centre. 

It helps with the tranquility. 

Schmidt isn’t suggesting the team isn’t feeling the urgency, but there’s a 
difference between that and panic. And he, as others have before him, 
suggests there is not a lot of that in the dressing room. 

“If it is as bad as it seems, you’ll know, because the guys are frustrated, 
you visibly see it, and there’s bitching and moaning,” he said. 

The Jets are still playing a game they believe they can win and Schmidt 
said you only have to look to Monday’s 46-shot effort to see it. The 
chances are there and he knows a few tweaks could produce more, 
especially of the Grade-A variety. 

“If we scored one or two early and played the same game… it’s just such 
a finicky part when it comes to what the game looks like,” he said. 

“I’ve been upset that we’ve lost as much as anybody is, but I’ve not been 
upset about how it’s going. It’s not that we haven’t been scoring when we 
haven’t had chances. That stuff happens. I got a chance to play with 
(Alex Ovechkin) and he would score seven in four games and then go a 
couple without. It happens. 

“Whether I’m an optimistic guy or not, I don’t think the way we’ve been 
playing is indicative of what the results should be. It’s the difference of 
not scoring. It’s not the difference of not backchecking or guys not giving 
efforts. It would be a different story if those were the reasons. But I don’t 
believe those are the reasons.” 
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The Athletic / Canada’s world juniors roster: Corey Pronman projects the 
lineup 

 

By Corey Pronman Dec 1, 2021 61  

 

Hockey Canada announced the 35 players that would go to their U20 
camp in Calgary, of which they will take 14 forwards and eight 
defensemen to the world juniors. The three goaltenders Sebastian Cossa 
(Detroit), Dylan Garand (New York Rangers) and Brett Brochu 
(undrafted) were confirmed for the tournament. What follows are my 
thoughts on where the remaining players’ chances stand based on my 
discussions with scouts plus my own observations. 

Forwards 

The locks 

Cole Perfetti, Winnipeg 

Kent Johnson, Columbus 

Justin Sourdif, Florida 

Jake Neighbours, St. Louis 

Mason McTavish, Anaheim 

Perfetti, Johnson and Sourdif fared well at the summer U20 camp, with 
all three expected to be important contributors to the team and with 
Perfetti as a returning player and arguably their most important forward. 
McTavish and Neighbours both have rich Hockey Canada history and 
have played in the NHL this season. They bring a high-end skill and 
compete to the lineup and should get a lot of minutes. 

Strong chances 

Mavrik Bourque, Dallas 

Hendrix Lapierre, Washington 

Dylan Guenther, Arizona 

Ridly Greig, Ottawa 

Shane Wright, 2022 eligible 

Lapierre’s so-so summer camp is the only thing keeping him from being a 
lock after making Washington initially. He also has a rich overall junior 
history. Otherwise, he’s a fantastic playmaker who should be a top-nine 
forward on this team. Wright hasn’t had the best first half, but one of his 
big draws is his versatility, and even if he isn’t in a scoring role he can 
work hard and be a useful two-way center. Bourque should be on a 
power-play unit somewhere with his skill, vision and shot. Guenther’s first 
half was just okay and he isn’t expected to be a core player, but with his 
size/speed/skill/shot he will likely play somewhere in the lineup. Greig will 
bring skill and physicality to the lineup, likely in the bottom six on the 
center or wing. 

On the bubble 

Jack Finley, Tampa Bay 

Xavier Bourgault, Edmonton 

Will Cuylle, New York Rangers 

Zach Dean, Vegas 

William Dufour, New York Islanders 

Luke Evangelista, Nashville 

Logan Stankoven, Dallas 

Finley hasn’t been as good as some scouts would hope to start the 
season, but he makes a lot of sense as a potential fourth-liner because of 
his frame and ability to be used in certain situations like the PK. 
Bourgault has a lot of offensive touch, but on Team Canada, roster spots 
run out quickly. It’s going to be hard to leave him at home but he may be 
hard-pressed to be a regular, barring injuries or a fantastic camp. Dufour 
is a big winger with good skill and scoring ability who is on an upward 
development trend with positive remarks from scouts of late. Evangelista 
and Stankoven are undersized guys without great speed but both have 
great puck games, compete hard and can score. I presume given their 
similarities Evangelista has the edge as a potential bottom-six winger, 
especially since he’s a year older. Cuylle is a big winger with good hands 
who can score, but with average feet, it’s going to be hard for him to 
carve out a role here unless Canada is happy with him as a penalty killer. 
Dean offers a lot to a lineup — he’s a well-rounded player but as an 18-
year-old it may be a year too early for him. 

Long shots 

Connor Bedard, 2023 eligible 

Elliot Desnoyers, Philadelphia 

Joshua Roy, Montreal 

Ryan Tverberg, Toronto 

Scouts have been impressed with the progression of Roy and Tverberg 
this season, but making Canada’s U20 team may be a hill too steep to 
climb for them. Roy has certainly put himself back on the top prospect 
radar this season with his play at Sherbrooke and is a candidate for the 
2023 team. Bedard is the same rationale — elite talent, but too steep a 
hill for a small forward without elite quickness as a 16-year-old. 
Desnoyers is the one that could prove me wrong here — I’m skeptical 
with his size and skating he makes it, but he has legit skill and he works, 
so I could see a scenario where he has a huge camp. 

Shane Wright has 22 points in 19 OHL games. (Robert Lefebvre / OHL 
Images) 

Defensemen 

The locks 

Owen Power, Buffalo 

Kaiden Guhle, Montreal 
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Power, the No. 1 pick in the 2021 draft by Buffalo and Guhle, as a 
returning member, are obvious locks for the team and expected to be top 
players in the tournaments. 

Strong chances 

Olen Zellweger, Anaheim 

Daemon Hunt, Minnesota 

Lukas Cormier, Vegas 

Hunt has a lot of international experience and will provide hardness, 
mobility and decent puck-moving, though don’t expect to see him on a 
power play. Zellweger is a hunch to put in this category, as he is only an 
18-year-old without great size, but he has great mobility and even better 
hockey sense. He’s been a strong player in junior the last year, on top of 
a good U18 worlds and a good summer camp. Cormier has been a top 
player in the QMJHL the last two years. He lacks size but his skating, 
brain and shot are top-end. 

On the bubble 

Vincent Iorio, Washington 

Carson Lambos, Minnesota 

Ryan O’Rourke, Minnesota 

Donovan Sebrango, Detroit 

Ronan Seeley, Carolina 

Jack Thompson, Tampa Bay 

You’ll notice there are no long shots, as I think the defense group will be 
the players that need to sort themselves out the most at camp. Lambos is 
the most talented of the group, with the skating, puck game and 
physicality to make it, but he’s also 18 and didn’t have the best summer 
camp. He has real believers in Hockey Canada though. Iorio can skate 
and has size. His puck game is OK, but as a rare right-shot defenseman 
in this group, that may give him an edge. O’Rourke and Sebrango have 
international experience and can provide good defensive value. Seeley 
has been trending the last two years and as a late-round pick, his skating 
and sense have put him in this conversation. Thompson has a big point 
shot and a good puck game, but with average skating and defending, 
Canada will need to believe he can slot on a power play unit (if he makes 
it). 

The Brandt Clarke Thing 

The Kings’ top-10 picks in 2021 being left off the camp roster got people 
around the hockey world talking. He’s a player with fantastic puck skills 
and playmaking ability and is a right-shot defenseman with decent size. 
He’s also a player whose skating often is criticized by scouts. Clarke’s 
skill has been apparent as he’s scored at a strong rate this season. Most 
scouts I’ve talked to this season, though, haven’t been overly impressed 
by his all-around play with Barrie in the OHL, and their team in general 
has been one of the bigger disappointments of the first half in the CHL. In 
that context, I can understand why he wasn’t brought on. Canada 
probably thinks they have their power-play options in Power and one of 
Cormier/Zellweger. Clarke is also an 18-year-old, but given his talent, a 
good enough U18 worlds and U20 summer camp, I would have brought 
him and had him prove at the camp he wasn’t going to be in the mix. 

With that said here is my best guess at how Canada will come together 
before their camp and games vs. U Sports take place. 

Pronman’s Projected Team Canada 

Forwards 

Perfetti 

Johnson 

Sourdif 

Neighbours 

McTavish 

Bourque 

Lapierre 

Wright 

Guenther 

Finley 

Greig 

Evangelista 

Bourgault 

Dufour 

Defensemen 

Power 

Zellweger 

Guhle 

Cormier 

Hunt 

Iorio 

Lambos 

O’Rourke 

Goaltenders 

Cossa 

Garand 

Brochu 
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Sportsnet.ca / McDavid, Oilers find another gear late as Crosby, 
Penguins fade 

 

Mark Spector@sportsnetspecDecember 2, 2021, 2:14 AM 

 

EDMONTON -- It was billed as Sidney Crosby versus Connor McDavid. 
And let’s face it: it will always be that way when Edmonton and Pittsburgh 
meet, until the day Sid hangs ‘em up. 

But as the game wore on the fight -- with Crosby’s season parsed by a 
recovery from wrist surgery and a bout with COVID-19 -- just wasn’t a fair 
one. 

On a night where Pittsburgh owned the opening 40 minutes -- but 
Edmonton exploded in the final frame -- so too did the 34-year-old 
Crosby fade as the game went on while McDavid, 24, turned it up as the 
teams skated out for the third period tied 2-2. The Penguins fairly 
dominated the opening 40 minutes, but Edmonton turned a 2-2 tie into a 
5-2 win, needing only 20 dominant minutes to walk away with two points 
that put them atop the Western Conference at 16-5-0. 

If points percentage is your thing, Edmonton’s .762 is officially the NHL’s 
best. 

“It came down to working harder, which I know sounds cliché,” McDavid 
said. “They were bringing it to us in the second period and we needed to 
up our work ethic and get pucks to the net and good things happened.” 

Oilers on Sportsnet NOW 

Stream every Oilers game this season with new pricing options! SN 
NOW STANDARD and PREMIUM let you choose how much hockey you 
want to watch. 
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CHOOSE PLAN 

Of his four points Wednesday -- McDavid had three assists and an empty 
net goal, going plus-five -- half came in a third period where Edmonton 
simply pulled away from Pittsburgh, a long-time nemesis. Crosby closed 
the game with an assist and a surly minus-four, his energy seeming to 
fade just as McDavid’s went up a notch or two. 

“He’s just so good at creating something from nothing,” Crosby marvelled 
of McDavid. “It’s like, there is not a lot of danger going on and all of a 
sudden he’s on a two-on-one or he’s got a fast break. It’s a pretty small 
margin for error and they get a couple of two-on-ones and execute them 
well. That’s kind of what it came down to.” 

McDavid fed both Zach Hyman and Evan Bouchard on a pair of two-on-
ones, and then gave Hyman a one-foot shot into an empty net that 
appeared to be his hat trick goal. As the hats rained down from the 
stands, however, the replay showed that Kailer Yamamoto had been 
offside, robbing Hyman of his first NHL hat trick. 

On Sunday, Hyman had been invited to light the Menorah to celebrate 
the beginning of Chanukah in Edmonton. On Wednesday he lit up 
Penguins goalie Tristan Jarry, and could have had his hat trick again 
when he went in on a two-on-one with McDavid while Jarry was on the 
bench. 

Alas, McDavid was forced to shoot. He felt like The Grinch afterwards. 

“I almost feel guilty putting it into the net,” McDavid said. “But (Evan) 
Rodrigues kind of glued himself to Hyman and you have to put it away as 
well. I was obviously trying to get him the puck but just couldn’t find a 
way.” 

“He had no chance to get it to me,” said Hyman, who has 11 goals in his 
first 21 games with his new team. “I told him, put it in, finish the game 
and we’ll get another one another time.” 

Remaining Time -1:29 

Hyman reflects on finding his scoring touch in Oilers' win 

Edmonton is in the midst of a blue line crisis, with defencemen Darnell 
Nurse (broken finger), Duncan Keith (back), Slater Koekkoek (ankle) and 
Cody Ceci (COVID-19) all out of the lineup. 

That left No. 7 D-man Kris Russell, offensive specialist Tyson Barrie and 
rookie Evan Bouchard as the only regulars facing Crosby and the Pens, 
along with Bakersfield call-ups Philip Broberg, William Lagesson and 
Markus Niemelainen, who broke his NHL maiden Wednesday wearing 
jersey No. 80. 

The Russell-Barrie pair played over 26 minutes and received mixed 
reviews from head coach Dave Tippett. 

“Good and bad,” he said. “Hopefully we don’t have to do that every 
night.” 

They gave Russell a handsome belt buckle before the game, 
commemorating his standing as the all-time NHL leader in shots blocked. 
Then they dropped the puck, and it was a rodeo in the Oilers zone for 
much of the opening 40 minutes. 

“We can be better,” said Tippett, whose team is 4-1 since Nurse was 
injured. “We can be cleaner with the puck and harder on loose pucks. We 
were in the third, but I’d like to see it for 60 minutes.” 

He was impressed with Hyman, whose dogged work ethic is really 
something to behold night after night. The mix of skill and determination 
is a coach’s dream -- an on-ice example every night for the rest of the 
Oiler players. 

“We should have a few of our players stop looking at the iPad and start 
looking at Hyman out there,” Tippett said. “He plays the game hard. We 
could use more guys like that.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks wrap up road trip with dominant victory over 
Senators: 'We were due' 

 

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnetDecember 2, 2021, 12:42 AM 

 

OTTAWA -- The funniest line about Luke Schenn’s goal-of-the-decade 
was from Luke Schenn. 

In the middle of a four-goal outburst Wednesday by the Vancouver 
Canucks, the veteran stay-at-home defenceman dangled past Ottawa 
Senator Alex Formenton, pulled the puck to his forehand, and deftly 
flipped a high shot from close range over goalie Filip Gustavsson to the 
astonishment of, well, everyone including Schenn. 

The goal brought smiles to teammates, ribbing to Schenn, and was 
symbolic of a rare 6-2 win that eased tensions around a Canucks team 
that looked a couple of games ago like it would return from its National 
Hockey League road trip without its head coach and/or general manager. 

Remaining Time -2:11 

Schenn happy with goal but feels Miller had best of the night 

But by sweeping dreadful teams in Ottawa and Montreal – call it the 
Lower Canada tour – the Canucks have strung together consecutive wins 
for the first time since October. 

When J.T. Miller capped the rout by stickhandling through the Senators’ 
lineup before tucking the puck around Gustavsson late in the third period, 
Schenn greeted his flashier teammate with: “So, you had to one-up me?” 

“We had a good laugh about that,” Schenn said later. “Usually, I'm 
checking to see whose shin pad it went off before it goes in, so I was 
lucky to get one like that today. I think they were happy (for me). 
Probably a bit of shock.” 

In his walk off interview with Sportsnet after the game, the 32-year-old 
with 34 goals in 807 career games was reminded of a beauty he scored 
in 2011 against the Boston Bruins. 

“I think Tim Thomas was in net, so I'm really dating myself here,” Schenn 
explained later. “But I guess I'm good for those once every 10 years. So 
the next one will come when I'm 42.” 

We’re guessing that Canucks winger Brock Boeser, who is 24, will score 
another before he turns 42. But for now, Wednesday was his 12th 
straight game without a goal. Miller’s goal was his first in nine games, 
and captain Bo Horvat scored for the second time in 12 games. Elias 
Pettersson has one goal in 11. 

Remaining Time -2:11 

Schenn happy with goal but feels Miller had best of the night 

No wonder the Canucks have been in so many low-scoring games, 
generally losing them, and that they’ve needed people like Schenn and 
Tyler Motte, Alex Chiasson and Tanner Pearson to contribute goals like 
they did on Wednesday. 

The Canucks’ six goals were only one fewer than their total from the 
previous five games and matched the team’s highest output from what 
has been a season-gone-wrong so far. 

“I think we were due for one of those nights for a long time,” Horvat said. 
“I think we've been playing a lot of good hockey, and for us to kind of 
have a night like that where a lot of guys were on the scoresheet, it 
definitely gives us confidence.” 

Defenceman Quinn Hughes had four assists and was plus-three and 11 
of 18 Canuck skaters registered at least a point. Pettersson had one 
assist, and Boeser was the only core forward who didn’t make the 
scoresheet, although he had three shots and eight shot attempts. 

“That's probably a big reason why we haven't been winning hockey 
games,” Horvat said of the offensive collapse among Vancouver’s best 
forwards. “Sometimes when guys are going through slumps, it's just one 
or two guys... (but) over these last 10 games where we haven't been 
getting the wins, all of us are kind of stumped. I said before that I'd be a 
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lot more worried if we weren't getting our chances. Everybody's getting 
their chances. Boes could have had three again tonight. Eventually the 
floodgates are going to open.” 

Remaining Time -0:48 

Gotta See It: Miller cuts through Senators defence to score gorgeous 
goal 

At least some confidence is flowing again. The Canucks outshot the 
Senators 24-10 over the final two periods in their last six games and 
have averaged 39 shots on goal. 

Even their awful penalty kill was good on Wednesday, surrendering a 
power-play goal to ex-Canuck Adam Gaudette on the Senators’ first 
advantage before blanking Ottawa the rest of the way, including on a 60-
second five-on-three early in the second period when the score was just 
2-1. 

It’s arguable that the Canucks were the better team in four of their five 
road games, even if it was only in the final two contests that they actually 
harvested any points. 

Remaining Time -0:54 

Gaudette scores on power play in Senators debut against former team 

 

“If you're honest about the five games, you'd probably go 3-1-1 at worst 
with how we played,” coach Travis Green told reporters. “There's going to 
be some nights where you just don't win and you play well. But again, 
when you talk to your team and you're not winning, you try to be honest 
with them about where they need to improve and if they're playing well or 
not. And they've done a good job listening in areas that we think we need 
to improve, but also keeping their belief and their work ethic and their 
compete level high. It was nice to see it come together tonight.” 

The damage done by the atrocious first quarter is evident in the 
standings – the Canucks are six points out of a wildcard playoff spot and 
have played more games than anyone – and job reviews on Green and 
GM Jim Benning aren’t ending just because Vancouver beat a couple of 
Canadian rivals from even lower in the standings. 

“If you look at the big picture, it's a big task,” Schenn said. “Honestly, the 
only approach you can really do is a game at a time. We finished off the 
road trip the right way.” 

The Canucks open a difficult six-game homestand Saturday against the 
Pittsburgh Penguins. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Building a potential Team Canada Olympic roster with 
lines and pairings 

 

Rory Boylen@RoryBoylenDecember 1, 2021, 3:06 PM 

 

In about two and a half months, NHL players are expected to land in 
China and return to the Olympics for the first time since 2014. It would be 
the first best-on-best tournament since the 2016 World Cup, but even 
that included two non-national teams (Europe and under-23 North 
America), so it might not qualify in the same way for some that the 
Olympics do in this regard. 

Of course, questions remain whether this will happen at all. The COVID-
19 situation around the NHL is not trending better, and two teams 
(Ottawa and the Islanders) have had to postpone games. The league has 
a deadline of Jan. 10 to pull out of Olympic participation without penalty 
and that decision may rest entirely on what happens with the virus in the 
coming weeks. 

But as of today they're going, and so this week we'll build a Team 
Canada roster and one for the USA (dropping Friday). 

When building a Team Canada, you can't really go wrong. Whatever 
choices you make are going to look fantastic on paper. But, boy, is this a 
difficult exercise every single time. More players are worthy of being on 
this team than there are spots to fill, so inevitably some people will take 
exception to any choice. 

As one colleague told me: "Your team and my team will be 10 per cent 
different 90 per cent of the time." 

Take Andrew Mangiapane, for example. He was Team Canada's World 
Championship hero last summer and is one away from the league's 5-on-
5 goal-scoring lead and tied for third in overall goals. But finding a way 
for him to be on this roster proved difficult – not that he wouldn't be a 
worthy and understandable choice if he does end up here. 

The hardest part, though, came on defence. Depending on your 
perspective, four or even five of those players could be considered locks, 
and the final spot or two could go to a wide variety of players. 

In net, we still think that if Carey Price returns to game action in time, he'll 
be the favourite to backstop Canada again – but with that uncertainty, 
he's off this roster for now. In that wake is a lack of clarity as to who the 
next No. 1 is. How that ultimately shakes out depends entirely on who 
gets hot here in the next two months or so. 

So, yes, take to the comments to debate or tear down these lineup 
choices – it's all part of the process. But remember, Team Canada roster 
builds are like snowflakes: no two will be the same. As long as the 
rationale is sound and considered, that's all we can do with this many 
options. 

Without further ado, a look at a Team Canada roster build with lines and 
pairings: 

32 Thoughts: The Podcast 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

| Listen and Subscribe for free 

| Marek on Twitter 

| Friedman on Twitter 

FORWARDS 

Brad Marchand - Sidney Crosby - Patrice Bergeron 

Love the thought of getting the band back together. This trio meshed 
quite nicely and was a force at the 2016 World Cup. They're the vets now 
and all of them (Marchand 33, Crosby 34, Bergeron 36) perhaps could be 
looking at their last Olympic shot (though we'll leave open the possibility 
a 38-year-old Crosby could return). These three players finished 1-2-3 in 
Team Canada scoring in that World Cup and will again threaten on 
offence, but don't need to be the leaders anymore. They will give you 
responsible minutes at both ends, though, and could be entrusted in key 
situations in close games. 

Steven Stamkos - Connor McDavid - Nathan MacKinnon 

This would be your de facto first line and, really, just about anyone could 
fit with McDavid. The rationale for this trio: First, you want someone who 
can keep pace with Edmonton's star, and MacKinnon can certainly do 
that. Between the two of them, the line has a couple of rush threats – 
McDavid to dipsy-doodle his way in and MacKinnon to just bull through 
the opposition. Sometimes it's helpful to put these lines together by 
starting with a duo and going from there – and I'd love to see MacKinnon 
with McDavid in any setup. Stamkos doesn't need to have the puck as 
much and would be an intriguing complement as a right shot on the left 
side, placing him in a great spot to launch one-timers off passes from 
either of his linemates. The left winger on the next line could be a nice fit 
here, too ... 

Jonathan Huberdeau - Brayden Point - Mitchell Marner 

If it's possible for Canada to have a sneaky good line, this is it. Point's 
rise as an elite forward has been quick and he's a proven big-game 
performer, with 28 goals in 46 playoff games the past two seasons. To 
complement him, you have Huberdeau on the left side and Marner on the 
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right. Since 2018-19, a breakout season for both wingers, Huberdeau 
and Marner rank seventh and eighth in NHL point totals and are still 
inside the top 15 in the context of points per game during that time. 
Marner, too, is a solid defensive presence here and a PK option as well. 

John Tavares - Sean Couturier - Mark Stone 

Well, here is your "checking" line. The fourth-line centre spot came down 
to Couturier vs. Ryan O'Reilly, and I sided with the Flyers pivot who won 
the Selke Trophy in 2020. On his right is Selke finalist Stone, who has to 
find his way on to this roster and, honestly, could even slot higher in the 
lineup. Both of those players would be on the PK. Tavares slid to the left 
side on Canada's 2016 World Cup team and could do the same here. 
He's having a point-per-game start for the Leafs, could play in any 
situation, and even move in to take a faceoff when needed. It feels like 
he'd have to play his way off this team, and that's not happening so far. 

Extra: Mark Scheifele 

It hasn't been the strongest start for Scheifele and he's a true bubble 
player right now, but I still have a hard time not including him as an extra. 
He could play up and down the lineup, on the wing or down the middle, 
and that kind of flexibility is what you'd like to have in an extra. 

Team Canada Bubble Candidates 

There are a lot of great players left over from any Team Canada build, so 
here are some others who came to mind, but couldn't get on: 

Andrew Mangiapane 

Mathew Barzal 

Ryan O'Reilly 

Zach Hyman 

Logan Couture 

Claude Giroux 

Jordan Kyrou 

Thomas Chabot 

Darnell Nurse 

Kris Letang 

Devon Toews 

Bowen Byram 

 

MacKenzie Blackwood 

Darcy Kuemper 

DEFENCE 

Shea Theodore - Cale Makar 

I mean, this would be a heck of a lot of fun. Makar is going to be a huge 
part of this defence at both ends of the ice and a PP quarterback. 
Theodore can play on either side, but is a left shot, and since Canada 
has so many quality righties, this seems like the right fit. This could be 
the top PP pair, too. 

Dougie Hamilton - Alex Pietrangelo 

With Mike Babcock no longer the head coach of this team, there could be 
more flexibility to break away from a need for a neat L-R split on these 
pairings. Both Hamilton and Pietrangelo are right shots but deserving of a 
spot on Team Canada. Pietrangelo could be more of a defensive anchor 
here, with Hamilton leaning more on the offensive side. 

Morgan Rielly - Aaron Ekblad 

Ekblad was on his way to Norris contention last season until an injury cut 
his year short, but he's back leading one of the NHL's top teams in 2021-
22. He is tied with Makar for the most points among Canadian NHL 
defencemen this season (tied for third overall) and logs a lot of minutes in 
every situation for the Panthers. As for the other spot – the third left-side 

defenceman was honestly the hardest call of any of these lineup choices. 
There are so many quality candidates. Darnell Nurse? He's a left shot 
and could play on your PK. Bowen Byram? He's also a left shot, but is 
only 20 years old and brings an offensive lean this lineup has in ample 
supply. Devon Toews and even MacKenzie Weegar are under-the-radar 
types who fit in theory to improve defence (and Weegar is familiar playing 
with Ekblad), but are probably long shots given the choices. And don't 
sleep on Drew Doughty either – he started the season strong before 
getting injured, but is back and playing massive minutes for the Kings. I 
wouldn't at all be surprised if he plays his way back on. For now, though, 
Rielly is the left-handed choice and he narrowly got the nod here over 
Ottawa's Thomas Chabot. 

Extra: Drew Doughty 

Experience, ability to complement any of the above defencemen and a 
player with a clear chip on his shoulder given how many of these rosters 
he's been left off, Doughty just feels like a guy who's going to play his 
way on. 

GOALIES 

Starter: Carter Hart 

We got into a full goalie breakdown on Team Canada recently and the 
picture remains more or less the same. It'll be a tight race for the No. 1 
job as long as Carey Price isn't playing, but Hart – who has excelled at 
every level – is rebounding nicely from a terrible 2021 season. This could 
turn on a dime, though, with a few other quality candidates. 

Backup: Marc-Andre Fleury 

Here is a great example of how quickly this picture can change. Fleury 
plays behind one of the more leaky defences in Chicago and started this 
season rather slowly, so he was at the bottom of our Team Canada 
goalie power rankings just a couple weeks ago. But since then he's come 
back in a big way, with a .935 save percentage in November. He just won 
the Vezina, has a proven track record, and you don't have to worry about 
a leaky defence on Team Canada. 

Extra: Jordan Binnington 

Some folks will want to make Binnington the starter, and that reflects how 
close all these candidates are. Heck, MacKenzie Blackwood could play 
his way on here (note that Tristan Jarry, who is also playing better lately, 
was not on Canada's initial long list). Binnington just hasn't stood out 
enough yet for me. He's allowed three goals or more in seven of his past 
10 games and has the lowest goals saved above average (minus-0.45, 
per Hockey Reference) among these choices. 
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TSN.CA / With MacKinnon raring to go, Leafs will be stressed like never 
before 

 

Mark Masters 

 

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs. The 
Leafs (optional) and Colorado Avalanche skated at Scotiabank Arena on 
Wednesday ahead of tonight’s game. 

Nathan MacKinnon will return to the Avalanche lineup tonight against the 
Maple Leafs for the first time since suffering a lower-body injury on Nov. 
6.  

"He's raring to go, let's put it that way," said Colorado coach Jared 
Bednar with a smile. "He does not like sitting. He does not like [it] when 
he's not on the ice ... He's just anxious to get back in and help us." 

"You're aware of the threat and the boost that it gives to Colorado," said 
Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe, "but we like to play against the best. We 
should be excited by the opportunity to compete against him."  
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"You watch him play and he's always attacking," observed Leafs centre 
Auston Matthews. "He's always fighting for space, creating space. He's 
strong on the puck." 

MacKinnon has one goal and nine assists in eight games this season.  

"I got COVID at the beginning and then I got hurt so I'm looking for 
timing, getting into a rhythm," MacKinnon said. "I'm excited. The boys 
have won seven [of eight] games since I've been out. It's been great to 
watch and excited to keep this thing rolling and it's a fun place to jump 
back in with family and friends here." 

---  

The Leafs have won 14 of their last 16 games thanks to a consistent 
commitment to defence. But they haven't seen an offence like 
Colorado's.  

"Today it will be put to the test more so than anything we've seen," Keefe 
said. "They have really dynamic forwards that are game breakers, but the 
most unique thing about this group is how dynamic their defence is. Cale 
Makar is leading their team in five-on-five goals. I don't know how many 
teams where that's the case. Their defence is extremely active, extremely 
fast, dynamic, they make plays all over the ice. They stress you on the 
rush. They stress you with their play in the offensive zone. It will be a big 
challenge for us here to manage that." 

Makar leads all NHL defencemen with nine goals. Eight of the goals have 
come at even strength.  

"He's been the best D in the league for two years now," MacKinnon 
raved. "I thought he should've won the Norris [Trophy] last year. He's 
probably going to run away with it this year." 

Bednar believes Makar can become the first defenceman to score 30 
goals in a season since Washington's Mike Green in 2008-09.  

"Even if he goes through a patch without scoring, he just has that ability, 
like we saw last week, to all the sudden bang in a couple a game," 
Bednar said. "We've talked in depth about him continuing to shoot the 
puck and not defer to other guys even if it's our top line. He's equally as 
dangerous and when he gets to scoring areas to just let it go. He's a guy 
who can score from distance, which always helps. Yeah, I don't see any 
reason why he can't." 

Makar is the face of Colorado's blue line, but it's a deep group. Partner 
Devon Toews already has three goals and 10 points on the season.  

"I think we have the best first pair in the league with Taser and Cale," 
MacKinnon said.  

Bowen Byram and Samuel Girard make up a solid second pair. With 
Ryan Murray out, Jack Johnson draws in on the third pair tonight 
alongside Erik Johnson. These guys can dance, especially on the attack.  

"When they get in the offensive zone, it's like there's not any positions," 
Matthews said. "Everyone's filling in spots and roaming around creating 
all this movement and it's hard to defend." 

"From my eye, they lead the league in back-door, open-net tap-ins," 
Keefe observed, "and a lot of that is because you get drawn to the motion 
and to the speed and to how dynamic their defence are so you end up 
chasing them around. So, it's a matter of us finding our structure and 
trusting our structure." 

MacKinnon tabs Makar as best D in NHL; Bednar says 30 goals possible 

Nathan MacKinnon explains why he believes teammate Cale Makar is 
the best defenceman in the NHL, while Jared Bednar explains why he 
thinks Makar could turn in a 30-goal season. 

 --- 

Nazem Kadri will play his second game in Toronto since the Leafs traded 
him in July of 2019. The centre produced 17 points in the eight games 
that MacKinnon missed and is up to fourth in league scoring with 27 
points in 18 games.  

"You know when he's playing good, that's for sure," Matthews said with a 
smile. "He's confident. I mean, he's always confident, but obviously when 

you're playing like he is, he's definitely got a little bit of extra pop in his 
step." 

Kadri is in the final year of his contract.   

"Obviously with the situation I'm in, I wanted to give it my all and be super 
focused this year and try to give my team the best opportunity to win," the 
31-year-old said. 

"He's having an amazing season," MacKinnon said. "What he brings in 
the locker room is really important. He brings a swagger to the team, a lot 
of confidence and a lot of grittiness, too. He's got some funny chirps. I 
wouldn't go to battle chirping him for sure, you're going to get roasted." 

What's the best chirp MacKinnon has heard from Kadri?  

"He told a guy he can do his laundry and that's about it and he'll fight him 
if he plays eight minutes tonight," MacKinnon said with a chuckle, "but his 
delivery is a lot better than mine. I'm not very witty. His delivery is 
amazing." 

"He's a guy you really loved to have on your team," said Matthews, "but 
not so fun to play against."  

Kadri earns rave reviews for his play and chirps; will keep it friendly vs. 
Leafs 

Nathan MacKinnon and Jared Bednar praise the way Nazem Kadri plays 
and describe how important he's been to the Avs' success. Meanwhile, 
Kadri says he prides himself on his passionate and intense play and 
won't stop playing on the edge. 

--- 

Matthews may make a fun target for Kadri tonight. This will be his first 
game without a moustache since the 2018-19 season.  

"I saw a picture of him and kind of looked photoshopped almost," Kadri 
said. "I'm just so used to seeing him with the muzzy on." 

What chirp can he come up with for that?  

"That he looks like he's 10," Kadri said with a laugh. "I don’t know." 

"I look a little bit younger," Matthews agreed. "I feel like I'm 16 again." 

Matthews had promised to dust the duster if he reached his fundraising 
goal ($134,000) as part of the Movember campaign. 

"It feels a little different," he said. "I think it's going to take a little time for 
me to get used to. Everybody kind of gave a little double take. It definitely 
feels weird. It's been a while." 

"He sent a picture in the group chat yesterday," said defenceman 
Rasmus Sandin, "but it looks a bit different in reality." 

"It's different," said Keefe. "Was asking who the new guy was in the 
meeting."  

"I didn't feel like myself when I saw it off," Matthews said, "it might take a 
little time to get used to this feeling again." 

"Hopefully without the muzz he can keep scoring," Sandin added.  

Matthews has scored in three straight games.  

Matthews on shaving moustache: 'I feel like I’m 16 again' 

After shaving off his moustache, Auston Matthews jokes that he looks 16 
again and shares the jabs his teammates have been giving him. 
Meanwhile, teammate Rasmus Sandin and former teammate Nazem 
Kadri share their honest opinion of the youthful looking Matthews. 

--- 

This is Sandin's first full season as an NHL regular, but he's already 
created a lot of excitement in the market. In fact, a few months back a fan 
created a song about Sandin using the music from Rasputin.  

"I saw it," the 21-year-old said with a smile. "I went on Twitter one day 
and I was tagged. It was funny to see that someone takes the time to 
make a little song, but I loved it." 
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    the fact that rasmus has seen this and thought it was funny   
pic.twitter.com/S9bqU6vPiM 

    — mitch marney (@marnylandersen) November 29, 2021 

Was he surprised?  

"A little bit. I mean, the fans are passionate and love the game of hockey, 
but, yeah, I was little surprised. You know, never really experienced that 
before."  

Has he found himself humming it at all?  

"Not yet, but we'll see," he said. "My brother [Linus Sandin] heard it too 
so in the gym, a couple times this summer, he put it on just to make fun 
of me a little bit. It's catchy." 

His dad, Patric, is also a fan.  

"He loves it. When someone calls, that's what comes on." 

'I loved it’: Sandin surprised fan made ‘Ra Ra Ras Sandin’ song in his 
honour 

After a fan-made song 'Ra Ra Ras Sandin' went viral on social media, 
Rasmus Sandin says although he was surprised to come across a song 
in his honour, he and his family loved it. 

--- 

Projected Leafs lines for Wednesday’s game:  

F 

Bunting - Matthews - Marner  

Kerfoot - Tavares - Nylander  

Engvall - Kampf - Anderson 

Ritchie - Spezza - Simmonds  

D 

Rielly - Brodie  

Muzzin - Holl  

Sandin - Dermott  

G 

Campbell starts 
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